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T
ABSTRACT
This thesis presents an approach to the building of preprocessors for the 
C Language through a syntax based C Preprocessor Building System 
(CPBS). It also introduces a Preprocessor Specification Language (PSL) 
fo r use in specifying the preprocessors. CPBS accepts a specification of 
the intended preprocessor and generates the required preprocessor. An 
interface is also available to help the user specify a preprocessor. A 
unique method of conveying preprocessor instructions is introduced : 
using the system , preprocessing instructions are conveyed through 
standard  C language comments. W ith this approach, preprocessing of 
o ther preprocessors can co-exist in an input program w ith  preprocessing 
instructions of an intended preprocessor bu t only preprocessing 
instructions of the intended preprocessor is processed. This means it is 
possible to pipe together several generated preprocessors to do several 
different preprocessing tasks consecutively.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The subject m atter of th is thesis is preprocessor building through the 
use of an experim ental C Preprocessor Building System (CPBS) for the C 
language. This thesis describes and dem onstrates the system  which can 
build a preprocessor for the user through a specification of the intended 
preprocessor in a specification file using the Preprocessor Specification 
Language (PSL). A C language preprocessor th a t recognises the gram m ar 
of C and provides extensions and checks to  the language can be built 
using CPBS w ith  a minimal am ount of effort.
This approach 1o the building of preprocessors opens up a whole new 
dimension in the building of preprocessors for the purpose of language 
extension. W ith the sim plicity of specifying macros and new keyw ords 
into C, the system  provides the easiest possible way of implementing an 
extension of C. The system  provides facilities th a t are present in tex t and 
syntax macro processors.
One of its features is in providing the facility  to  build preprocessors 
th a t recognise special comments containing macros or new keyw ords. 
The system  also allows the specification of new keyw ords. It is also
equipped w ith  a run-tim e link facility  th a t allow s for run-tim e checknig 
routines to be linked to the output of the preprocessors. A facility  for 
prefixing is also available to allow  the user to build preprocessors tha t 
have to handle name clashes as a resu lt of the insertions of run-tim e 
codes involving variables and functions.
Chapter 2 discusses the types of preprocessors available in the field 
of language extension and the tools th a t are available w ith  some emphasis 
on existing C preprocessor based system s. Chapter 3 describes in detail 
the PSL specification language and the CPBS system . Chapter 4 
dem onstrates the capabilities of CPBS as a tool for language extensions. 
Chapter 5 gives a final example, the introduction of generic packages in C 
and Chapter 6 discusses the possible areas of research th a t w ill be 
pursued, along the lines of the principles and basis described in this 
thesis. One of these is a modification of CPBS to provide a general 
language preprocessor builder for a language, given its grammar 
productions and lexical entities.
The modifications and extensions on the system  which I have 
forw arded in the final chapter w ill definitely be pursued in the not too 
distan t fu tu re . Finally, I w ould like to say th a t I am glad th a t I have 
been involved in doing the research. It is my hope tha t this thesis w ill be 
a stepping stone for me to pursue better and more exciting research w ork 
in the fu tu re.
CHAPTER TWO
PREPROCESSORS AND THEIR TOOLS
This chapter gives a brief discussion of the types of preprocessors 
cu rren tly  available and the tools th a t can be used to build them . It also 
discusses some of the areas where preprocessors have been used for the 
purpose of language extensions.
2.1 : Preprocessors
A preprocessor is a program th a t perform s modifications to input 
data in order to make it suitable for input to another program, typically  
a compiler. The modifications may be simple changes of form at, or may 
include macro expansions.
Basically, preprocessors can be divided into tw o types, text 
preprocessors which handle text as strings of characters w ith  macro 
facilities for string substitu tion and expansion; and syntax preprocessors 
which provides macro facilities based on the syntax of the input. Text 
preprocessors are norm ally  represented by macro processors while syntax 
preprocessors are represented by syntax macro processors. Macro
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processors are not suitable for use in language extensions as they do not 
fu lly  validate macro calls and hence can produce replacement texts th a t 
contain syntax errors. Some syn tax  macro processors handle macro 
substitu tion  and expansion u n til the syn tax  analysis stage b u t most are 
embedded in the syntax analysis stage of a compiler. Some syntax  macro 
processors are general purpose (language independent) and some are 
special purpose (language dependent).
2.2 : Preprocessors and Language Extension
As discussed in [CHEA69], there now exist diverse programming 
language requirem ents which are becoming continually  more diverse; 
therefore it is of great im portance th a t each user in the spectrum  of users 
be supplied w ith  a language facility  appropriate to his problem area. As a 
language may not contain all the features a user w ants, a user might 
have to change his programming language every time he requires a 
different type of programming facility .
There have been three ra ther different approaches used to provide a 
wide range of language features and facilities. The first one used 
historically was to provide a large varie ty  of different programming 
languages to cater for the spectrum  of programming needs. It is not only 
an undoubtedly  expensive approach but also does not provide support for 
hybrid  type problems. The second approach is to have a single language 
th a t provides a ll the features and facilities tha t might be reasonably
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required for any problem. This can be said of the language Ada bu t the 
sheer size and thus overhead associated w ith  specifying the language, 
learning the language, compiling, and so on is very  high. Also, there w ill 
come a time when new features and facilities are to be introduced and 
modifications to such a language w ill be difficult to perform . A th ird  
approach is to build extensible languages. This w as first thought to be 
the complete salvation for the programmer. However, it was soon 
discovered th a t it is not to be so; the main reasons for the failure of 
extensible languages are as follows. Extensible languages are complex. 
[BROW79] highlights the problems of having to learn new macro defining 
languages. It proposes the minimisation of the effort needed to learning 
macro ra ther than  providing ever more pow erful facilities. Similar 
argum ents apply equally to the learning of new extensible languages. 
Furtherm ore, the new extensible languages have to  compete w ith  w ell 
established and heavily invested languages.
How then can we make use of existing languages and provide 
extensions to them w ithou t having to hop from  one programming 
language to another or having to  learn a new extensible programming 
language w ith complex macro definitions? The answ er is p a rtly  available 
through the use of preprocessors for language extensions. The approach 
taken here is quite sim ilar to the idea of extensible languages except th a t 
instead of a language th a t provides facilities for extensions, we have a 
preprocessor th a t extends the language through preprocessing. It w ill 
then be quite practical for a user to stick to one language and extend it as
required.
The idea of improved macro processors w as first introduced by 
Cheatham [CHEA66] and Leavenw orth [LEAV66]. They brought about 
the idea of syntax macros. A syntax macro takes advantage of the 
syntactic structu res of programming languages. It would also check th a t 
the param eter of a macro satisfy the syntactic  class (i.e. statem ent, 
identifier, literal etc.) th a t the macro was defined for. This moves some 
of the responsibility of syntax analysis from  the  macro w rite r to the 
macro processor.
A num ber of generalised schemes using this approach were 
developed, such as MACRO [GREE79] and STEP. Features included in 
these schemes are extrem ely flexible macro call form ats th a t allow  
v irtua lly  any form  of construct to be specified. [LAYZ85] states tha t it 
was becoming increasingly apparent th a t w h ilst the generalised syntax 
macro processors are unlikely  to fail on the basis of a poor macro 
definition language, they may w ell fail on an inability to deal 
conveniently w ith  both the fundam ental struc tu res  of any language and 
also its peculiarities. As a result, a num ber of single-language oriented 
schemes were first introduced. Single-language preprocessors are thus 
preferred when extensions th a t blend w ell w ith  the syntax of a language 
is required.
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We now discuss some C preprocessor based system s th a t exist. One 
such system  is M odular C [BOYD83]. This is an approach to 
m odularisation in C which does not involve an extension to the existing C 
language. The technique requires no compiler modification. The C 
preprocessor plays an im portant role in this approach. Since the 
preprocessor scans of the code is part of a standard  C compiler's first pass, 
its ability  to do string matching, file scanning, conditional testing and 
macro definitions are used effectively. In conjunction w ith  C s  feature of 
pointers to functions, this method of m odularisation in C creates a clear 
distinction between structures th a t form  the interfaces between modules 
and those th a t represent data m anipulations. [DUTT85] presents a 
sim pler im plem entation of m odular programming in C using the standard 
C preprocessor.
The language C++ [STR082] is another extension of C by Bjane 
Stroustrup. It is an enhancement to the C language which supports 
Sim ula-style classes and their inheritance properties. Initially , it was 
im plem ented as a class preprocessor, an extra pass over the C source text, 
a fte r the standard  C preprocessor. Now, it is being im plem ented through 
a new first pass of the C compiler, which replaces the extra pass over the 
source text w ith  a ’class preprocessor’ pass over an in ternal 
representation.
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In practice, each class is represented by tw o  files. One contains 
declarations th a t m ust be included in every file th a t uses the class. The 
other contains definitions, and is compiled, archived and linked during 
execution by the linker. The entire contents of the first file is therefore 
public inform ation, w hile the second is tru ly  private only when compiled 
into object codes. This makes the public/private distinctions provided by 
a class declaration something of a misnomer as the definition file can be 
read from  outside the language; even copied and modified to  make private 
inform ation accessible.
Objective C [COX86] is another extension of C im plem ented through 
a pass in the C compiler. It is a hybrid language th a t contains all of C 
language plus major parts of Sm alltalk-80. It supports Object Oriented 
Programming in th a t it facilitates the w riting of program s tha t involve 
objects and messages. However, a theoretical weakness in this hybrid  of 
C is th a t it is alw ays possible to bypass the object-oriented machinery to 
access an object’s private inform ation directly, which is an infringem ent 
to Objective C’s basic idea of encapsulation and inform ation hiding.
[GRUN86] presents an idea for introducing generic packages into C. 
It tries to em ulate the structu ring  achieved by generic packages in Ada 
but does not do it quite so successfully. The generic specification section 
is enhanced w ith  the use of comments to make it look sim ilar to a generic 
specification in Ada. The structu ring  used solely w ith  the help of the C 
preprocessor is not sufficient as it is prone to name clashes and only one
instantiation of a generic package is possible. No reference is made to a 
particular package when a member of it is being referred as there is no 
actual link between a member of a package and its package. A proper and 
complete w ay of introducing generic packages into C is dem onstrated in 
Chapter 5 using CPBS.
2.3. TOOLS
In th is section, we discuss some of the tools th a t are available for use 
in building preprocessors under the Unix system . The tools to be 
described here are the standard  C Preprocessor (CPP) and the M4 macro 
processor; and tw o language developm ent tools, Lex and Yacc.
2.3.1. LEX (Lexical Analyser Generator).
Lex is a softw are tool in the UNIX environm ent th a t lexically 
processes character input stream s. Lex is a program generator tha t 
produces a program in a general purpose language tha t recognises regular 
expressions. It is specified using a high-level expression language.
Lex :
i) provides a means of recognising regular expressions in the inpu t by
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character string matching;
ii) allow s the user to provide routines to be executed once a regular 
expression is recognised;
iii) sends strings tha t do not match to the outpu t unaltered;
iv) does not provide any mechanism fo r representing self-referential 
structures; and
v ) generates a function yylex tha t does the lexical processing.
As it is, Lex can only be used to m atch expressions described quite 
explicitly and not anything th a t is recursive. It is probably w ell suited 
for functions of a lexical nature, e.g. string replacement, token 
recognition, form atting text, etc. and for segmenting input in preparation 
for a parsing routine.
2.3.2. YACC (Yet Another Compiler-Compiler).
The Yacc program provides a general tool for imposing s truc tu re  on 
the input to a com puter program. The Yacc user prepares a specification 
of the input process. This includes rules describing the inpu t struc ture , 
code to be invoked when these rules are recognised, and a low -level
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routine to do basic input. The Yacc program then generates a function to 
control the input process. This function, called a parser, calls the lexical 
analyser to pick up the basic items (tokens) from  the input stream . These 
tokens are organised according to the input s truc tu re  rules, called 
gram m ar rules. W hen one of these rules has been recognised, the user 
code (action) is invoked. Actions have the ability  to re tu rn  values and 
make use of values of other actions.
The heart of the input specification is a collection of gram m ar rules. 
Each ru le  describes and names an allowable struc tu re . An im portan t part 
of the input process is carried out by the lexical analyser which finally 
passes the tokens to the parser. The lexical analyser recognises term inal 
sym bols while the parser recognises non-term inal symbols.
Yacc by itself represents a parser generator bu t other struc tu res  w ill 
be required to use it effectively.
Yacc :
i) imposes a s tru c tu ra l hierarchy on its input;
ii) allow s the inclusion of user own routines in the form  of actions when 
rules are recognised;
iii) generates a function called a parser that controls the parsing process;
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iv) allows struc tu res/ru les  th a t are self-referential e.g. the productions 
of a language; and
v) allows reference to structu res th a t make up the parser stack.
2.3.3 : The C Preprocessor (CPP)
The CPP is basically a text macro processor. It provides facilities for 
conditional compilation, retrieves files from  the file system  and; 
substitu tes and expands macros. It is an im portan t tool in its own right 
and can be combined w ith  other language processors. As the CPP is a 
macro processor, its capabilities are lim ited to file and string 
m anipulations. It is therefore not capable of functioning properly where 
a syntax related function is required.
2.3.4 : The M4 Macro Processor
There is also an M4 macro processor available under the Unix system  
th a t provides the following features : i) replacem ent of one string of text 
by another; ii) macros th a t accepts argum ents; iii) arithm etic capabilities;
iv) file m anipulation; v ) conditional macro expansion; and vi) string and 
substring functions. It is quite sim ilar to the CPP w ith  some added 
facility  such as the arithm etic capability and string handling functions.
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE PREPROCESSOR BUILDING SYSTEM
3.1 : A n O verv iew
This chapter describes in detail the preprocessor building system . It 
describes the various processes tha t make up the system . It also discusses 
the design issues and problems faced when designing and implementing 
the system . An interface has also been im plem ented fo r use in specifying 
the specification of the intended preprocessor.
The system  was bu ilt to sim plify the building of preprocessors for 
the C language. Using th is system , a user can build a C language 
preprocessor w ith  a m inim al am ount of effort. Otherwise, it is a 
substantial task for a program m er to build a preprocessor tha t can 
recognise the gram m ar of C and provide additional s truc tu res or checks 
for the language. I t is im portant to note tha t supplied w ith the gram m ar 
productions of a programming language and w ith some modifications 
done to the basic lexical and syntax analysis files, preprocessors of th a t 
language can then be built. Details of such modifications w ill be 
discussed fu rth e r in Chapter 6.
The system  provides facilities to define syntax macro through a 
simple specification mechanism. It can also be used to provide new 
keyw ords th a t in struct a preprocessor to do certain checks or to represent 
constructs. It is capable of building preprocessors th a t do run-tim e 
checks on the structu res of C. This is done by introducing C checking 
codes into the input of the preprocessor to be executed during run-tim e.
The system  can also be used to im plem ent syntax-directed 
translation. It is therefore possible, using the system , to have an 
im plem entation of a preprocessor extension of C to process input w ith  
additional extension structu res and new keyw ords and produce an 
ou tpu t in standard  C representing the extension.
This preprocessor building system  accepts a specification of the 
intended preprocessor and generates the required preprocessor. The 
instructions to the system concerning preprocessing function 
requirem ents are given in a specification file known as the user 
specification file. This specification file is w ritten  in a specification 
language to  be discussed in the next section.
Generally, a C preprocessor processes a program input embellished 
w ith  preprocessing instructions and constructs by inserting code to 
perform  the necessary functions, for e.g. doing static checks, inserting C 
codes to im plem ent dynam ic checks or replacing preprocessing constructs 
w ith  C constructs. Various different functional tasks are better
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implemented using several preprocessors as it is much easier to w rite  
relatively  simple additional preprocessors ra ther than complicating an 
existing one. W ith the piping facility  provided by the Unix system  , 
generated preprocessors can be piped together to do several different 
preprocessing functions consecutively.
This system  makes use of the Unix tools Lex and Yacc in building 
the preprocessors. They help in sim plifying the autom atic generation of 
the preprocessors. The language A w k is also used in processing the 
specification files.
3.2 : Design and Implementation
3.2.1 : Design Requirements
To provide users w ith  a preprocessor building system , the system  
should satisfy  the following essential requirem ents :
i) introduce preprocessing instructions;
ii) allow  preprocessing instructions fo r a preprocessor to  pass through
another preprocessor;
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iii) perform preprocessing functions when preprocessing keyw ords 
representing instructions are recognised;
iv) insert/substitu te/expand  tex t of the input program; and
v ) link run-tim e codes for run-tim e checking.
Using the system , any reference to the gram m ar of C should be made 
w ith  reference to the CPBS C Language Productions of the system  which 
are listed in Appendix II.
Let us consider briefly how the requirem ents can be implemented. 
We now consider the first requirem ent in the list which is the ability  to 
introduce preprocessing instructions. This is done by declaring all 
preprocessing instructions as new keyw ords to C through Lex and Yacc. 
The keyw ords are then introduced into the gram m ar of C through 
specifications of additional productions or extensions of existing ones. 
Care m ust be taken to avoid any gram m atical am biguity. Discussions of 
gram m ar ambiguities w ill be referred to later in the chapter.
An essential requirem ent for the system  is transparency between 
preprocessors. A preprocessor should allow  preprocessing instructions of 
another preprocessor to pass through w ithou t any difficulty. This is the 
next requirem ent in the list. It can be achieved through the use of the 
standard  C comment.
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Comments are handled by the standard C preprocessor in compilers. 
The use of only Lex and Yacc on the gram m ar of C norm ally does not 
allow  comments to pass through. The approach taken is to include 
preprocessing comments into the gram m ar of C by m odifying the 
standard C grammar. (Refer to productions in Appendix II). This is done 
only for the purpose of preprocessing and does not affect the actual 
language gram m ar used in the ou tpu t a t all. All preprocessing 
instructions are transform ed in one way or another into codes acceptable 
to standard  C. The resu ltan t ou tpu t w ill be compiled as usual to allow  
any run-tim e checks to be done and at the same tim e any unacceptable 
syntax w ill be detected and reported as an error.
As it is not possible to cater for all the possible locations of 
comments in C, we need to be able to differentiate between ordinary C 
comments and preprocessing comments. A ll preprocessing instructions 
inside C comments w ill have the prefix ’PP’ before any preprocessing 
instructions to differentiate them  from  ordinary C comments. Only 
preprocessing comment instructions w ill be processed fu rth e r by the 
system . In this experimental system , preprocessing comments may be 
provided only in the following places :
i) in places where a statem ent inside a function can exist;
ii) external to a function;
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iii) a t the beginning of a scope;
iv) a t the beginning of a declaration; and
v) before each declared variable.
Therefore, we make use of the comments by having the preprocessing 
instructions embedded in them  so th a t only  the right preprocessor can
detect the appropriate instructions fo r it in the comments. A system  for
recognition is devised so th a t each preprocessing comment of a 
preprocessor can be recognised w ith  a unique comment notation prefixed 
to the preprocessing instruction. In th is w ay only the preprocessing 
comments tha t are prefixed for a particu lar preprocessor are processed 
while the rest are sent to the output.
Next, we consider the requirem ent to do preprocessing functions 
when preprocessing keyw ords representing preprocessing functions are 
recognised. This has been achieved through the use of Yacc. In Yacc, any 
codes to be executed when certain s truc tu res are recognised can be 
inserted as actions to be executed when parsing is done. The 
preprocessing function is done by inserting codes that do static checks or 
run-tim e checks through insertion and extension of text.
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We now discuss how text can be inserted or expanded using the 
system . In the user specification file, a specification of a tex t expansion 
routine tha t defines a tem plate of the text to be recognised in the Yacc 
actions section is specified together w ith  a tem plate of the extended text. 
The system  then transform s the specifications of text insertion/expansion 
definition into autom atically generated codes involving the handling of 
text which are inserted into the generated system  Yacc specification file 
before it is being compiled and linked w ith others to produce the 
preprocessor.
Last on the list is the linkage of run-tim e codes for run-tim e 
checking. This is required especially if the run-tim e checks involve codes 
th a t have to be supplied by the preprocessor builder (user). It is best to 
bring together all the run-tim e codes of a preprocessor into one file which 
is then specified for linkage in the specification. W hen reading the user 
specification file, the system  transform s the specification into codes th a t 
attach an inc lude  statem ent to the beginning of the outpu t program so 
th a t the modified program is preceded by an inc lu d e  statem ent linking 
the run-tim e routine file.
The list, however, does not im ply th a t these are the only 
requirem ents of the system . These we can consider as major requirem ents 
while other requirem ents w ill be discussed when and where appropriate 
in the later sections of this chapter.
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In the next section we discuss the kinds of specifications tha t are 
required for the user to convey the characteristics of a preprocessor to the 
system .
3.2.2 : The Specification Language PSL
The instructions to the system  concerning preprocessing function 
requirem ents is in a specification file of the intended preprocessor. To 
state  the requirem ents of the functions th a t we require it to do, we need 
a specification language. In a w ay, the design and form at of the 
specification language reveals to a certain extent, the capabilities of the 
system . An interface to help the user in specifying the preprocessor is 
discussed in Section 3.4.
Before we make specifications w ith  reference to the system  C 
productions, it is best th a t we define the s truc tu res th a t make up the 
gram m ar. A set of productions represents a gram m ar. A production has 
a non-term inal on the L.H.S. w ith  a set of production-rules on the R.H.S.. 
A production-rule then is made up of sym bol term s (term inals/non- 
term inals).
Let us now consider a requirem ent and its im plem entation step by 
step. F irstly , we w ould like to convey preprocessing instructions 
through standard  C comments. The comments have to be specialised so
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th a t they can be recognised only by the intended preprocessor. 
Therefore, preprocessing comment instructions of a particu lar 
preprocessor should be prefixed w ith  a unique identifying notation. This 
requirem ent in specification has been transform ed into the specification 
CNOTATION@. This means th a t if we specify
CNOTATION@TESTPRO ,
th is instructs the system  to build a preprocessor th a t w ill recognise 
standard  C comments w ith  preprocessing instructions preceded by the 
notation TESTPRO. Thus, only preprocessing comments of the form
/*PPTESTPRO ....... */ w ill be recognised and processed. Note th a t @ is
the specification delim iter in the specification file.
The next thing th a t we w ould like to be able to do is to introduce 
new keyw ords into the C language. This w ill allow  the user to include 
the preprocessing keyw ords as keyw ords of the C language i.e. only for 
the purpose of preprocessing. The specification taken to convey this 
instruction is KEYWORD@. For example,
KEY WORD@ KE Y W D 1
Repeated sequences of keyw ord definitions can be specified one after 
another on separate lines ending w ith  the specification delim iter. To 
instruct the system  not to print a keyw ord to the ou tpu t, we postfix that
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keyw ord w ith the string ’(N P)’.
Next we consider how to add new actions to a production-rule. This 
specification is required so th a t when parsing is done during 
preprocessing, various preprocessing codes can be executed and processed 
including input text insertion and expansion. To insert an action into a 
production-rule for a particular symbol term , we need to  fu rn ish  the 
system  w ith the production num ber, production-rule num ber and 
sym bol term  num ber. Numbers referred to are w ith  reference to  the 
CPBS C Language Productions listed in Appendix II. The form at in 







The production-rule num ber specification together w ith  the action 
num ber (sym bol term  num ber) can be repeated if there is more than  one 
production-rule to have actions inserted or more than  one action to be
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inserted on a single production-rule.
The internal s truc tu re  carrying a sym bol term  is know n as a 
SYMSTRUC. Thus, SYMSTRUC(l) is the s truc tu re  carrying the first 
sym bol term  in a production-rule w hile SYMNM(2) refers to the string 
name of the second sym bol term  of a production-rule. Note th a t actions 
m ust be enclosed in a combination of a cu rly  bracket and the specification 
delim iter; and th a t there should be no blank lines in them .
A part from  inserting fu rth e r actions for existing production-rules , 
the is also a need to extend the language during preprocessing by adding 
new production-rules containing preprocessing keyw ords. This is done 
using the specification keyw ord INS_PRODRULE. This specification is 
quite sim ilar to the previous one except th a t in th is  case we first specify a 
new production-rule before inserting actions (if any). The fo rm at for 
inserting a new production-rule is :










In a production-rule, to instruct the system  not to p rin t a sym bol 
term  such as a preprocessing keyw ord to  the output, we postfix th a t 
sym bol term  w ith  the string ’(N P )\
A fu rth e r modification th a t can be made to  the gram m ar of C fo r the 
purpose of preprocessing is to add a new production w ith  a set of 
production-rules including actions. A complete production includes a 
L.H.S. non-term inal w ith  production rules on the R.H.S.. The 
specification form at is sim ilar to INS_PRODRULE but here no production 
num ber needs to be specified. An additional item to be specified is the 











Repetitive specification of PRULE and ACT is allow ed as in the previous 
specification for inserting actions.
Having considered modifications th a t can be made to the gram m ar of 
C for the purpose of preprocessing, we now consider specifying text 
inclusion and expansion to the system . The specification th a t has been 
im plem ented offers a num ber of text expansion variables. SYM refers to 
the curren t sym bol corresponding to the action which contains the 
required expansion. STRx is a set of string expansion variables fo r which 
STR1 is a member and VALx is the set of integer expansion variables. 




The instruction to expand a certain s truc tu re  of the C input program or 
to insert additional codes w ill be given in an action of a sym bol term . 
TEXT_EXP is in fact a declaration of a tex t expansion routine th a t 
specifies a definition in FN_HEAD w ith a tem plate of the extended text 
in EX_TEXT. Note th a t any character strings other than the stated
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expansion variables w ill be printed as in the specification. The 
convention used in between double quotes in a p rin tf statem ent is also 
required here i.e. for example a newline (\n ) in the EX_TEXT section 
w ill be w ritten  as \\n .
Another useful facility  is prefixing. In order to avoid name clashes 
between variables of the input program and those of the run-tim e 
checking routines, we prefix variables in the input program. For example, 
to avoid name clashes between variables declared in a checking routine 
where the variables are already prefixed w ith  the string HsfxH to create 
uniform ity , the variable names of the input program w hich begin w ith  
the string "sfx” are prefixed w ith  another "sfx" so th a t any name clash is 
avoided. The specification is implemented in the form
PREFIX@ @W1TH@...................
To extend the language by adding new productions, we need to be 
able to declare new non-term inals to be on the L.H.S. of a new 
production. This is done by specifying one or more non-term inals as 
follows :




We now consider the specification facility required to allow  run-tim e 
checks to  be done by run-tim e routines. This requires some sort of 
specification th a t can link a file containing run-tim e check routines in the 
ou tpu t of the preprocessor. The facility  has been implem ented and the 
keyw ord RUNTIME_FILE@ is used for this purpose in the specification 
hie.
A specification keyw ord is also required to specify any h le /h les th a t 
may contain variable declarations and routines th a t are used in the 
inserted actions in the productions. This specification is given through 
the keyw ord SYNT_INCFILE@. One or more hies can be specihed using 
this keyw ord each separated from  the next w ith  a comma.
A specihcation language has been bu ilt to  cater for the specihcation 
requirem ents mentioned in this section. A fu ll dehnition of the 
specihcation language is given in Appendix I. Examples of preprocessors 
specihed using the specihcation language are discussed in Chapter 4 and 5. 
A m anual for the user is also made available in Appendix V.
3.2.3: Implementation
The preprocessor building process is divided into various stages. The 
stages all represent translation processes from  the reading of the user 
specihcation hie through to the linking up of object codes to produce the 
required preprocessor. The basic preprocessor is made up of tw o
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specification files, and a few  definition and routine files. The lex 
specification file pplfile  and the Yacc specification file ppyfile  when 
processed through their respective tools, create a preprocessor th a t gives 
an ou tpu t sim ilar to  its input. These files are supplied w ith  standard 
routines to provide the basic processing of the input to the output. 
Listings of CPBS have been prepared by the au thor and are available 
from  him. This includes a pp jo in  routine th a t links lexemes representing 
constructs of the language together in a linked-list to form  the resu ltan t 
ou tpu t program after parsing has taken place.
Next we describe the form at of the files pp lfile  and ppyfile. Both 
the files have lines prefixed w ith  an alphanum eric field to help w ith 
merging and sorting. In ppyfile  each non-term inal/term inal in a 
production is placed one per line w ith  an em pty action for every symbol 
term  on the R.H.S.. A section of the form atted  file representing a 
production is given below :
sO 1 .s00s00s00@ prim ary _expr 
s01.s01s01s00@: identifier { 
s01.s01s01x99@} 
s01.s02s01s00@l CONSTANT { 
s01.s02s01x99@}
s01.s03s01s00@l STRING_LITERAL { 
s01.s03s01x99@ ( 
s01.s04s01s00@l LP |
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s01.s04s01x99@} 






This form at is taken to  ease the autom atic generation process 
involving the insertion of actions, production-rules and new productions. 
The system  w ill merge these files w ith  their corresponding files generated 
from  the specification in the specification file. This allow s the proper 
grouping of the various sections of the resu ltan t Lex and Yacc 
specification files. A more elaborate form  of processing is required for the 
resu ltan t Yacc specification file fo r modifications due to insertions and 
expansions. For example, a new inserted action w ould mean tha t the 
param eters of the pp jo in  routine call mentioned above have to be 
changed because the additional action in Yacc counts as a sym bol term . 
A t this initial stage i.e. before merging and the insertion of 
actions/productions, it is not possible to fix the param eters of each pp jo in  
routine call.
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The im plem entation of the system  begins w ith  the first stage of the 
translation i.e. reading in the specifications and translating them. This is 
done through an A w k program ppaw k  which translates the entire 
specification into specifications for Lex and Yacc into files lexfile  and 
yaccfile  respectively together w ith  some auxiliary files.
Basically, the Awk program is w ritten  to do the following :
a) translate  the comment notation specification in the user 
specification file into lex specifications th a t allows the special 
notation specified to be recognised by the eventual preprocessor;
b) transform  the inclusion specification of the keyw ord 
SYNT_INCFILE@ into the appropriate file for insertion into the 
appropriate section;
c) translate  the KEYWORD@ specification in the specification into 
specifications of Lex into the appropriate sections;
d j transform  any prefixing instruction into Lex specifications w ith  
codes to do prefixing;
e) translate  the non-term inal specification into a specification of Yacc 
declaring the non-term inals;
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f) transform  the INS_ACTION keyw ord specification into one 
suitable for Yacc w ith  the appropriate fields so th a t the inserted 
actions are rearranged into the correct positions in the resu ltan t Yacc 
file after merging and sorting;
g) translate the INS_PRODRULE specification. This involves 
analysing each new production-rule to provide the correct param eter 
to the ppjo in  routine and also to consider sym bol term s which are 
prefixed w ith  (NP) which are not to be printed;
h) translate  the ADD_NEWPROD specification involving the proper 
insertion of new productions w ith  routines sim ilar to  (g);
i) translate  the TEXT_EXP keyw ord specification to implement 
insertion and expansion of text. This involves scanning the 
specification in EX_TEXT for tex t expansion variables and 
transform ing the specification into an Awk program which processes 
the Yacc specification file by inserting autom atically  generated code 
implementing insertion/expansion in one of the later stages of 
preprocessor building;
j) transform  the RUNTIME_FILE specification into codes inserted 
into the Yacc file th a t when executed gives an the o u tpu t from  the 
preprocessor preceded by an inc lude  statem ent linking the specified 
run-tim e file.
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The next stage in preprocessor building is the merging and sorting of 
the contents of pplfile  and ppyfile  w ith  the respective files lexfile  and 
yaccfile  derived from  the user specification file by the ppaw k A w k 
program. This is done sim ply by concatenating the respective files and 
piping the ou tpu t into Unix system sort.
Once the merging and sorting have been done we then need to  remove 
the prefixed field. This is the next stage. An Awk program rem ove does 
this by taking the input piped from  the last stage, processing it (removing 
the field) and piping it to the next stage.
The next stage involves a modification of the resu ltan t Yacc file piped 
from  the previous stage. As discussed earlier w ith  reference to  the 
form at of the Yacc files, this stage involves the rem oval of em pty actions. 
This is done through an A w k program em pact.
A fu rth e r stage handles the expansion to the ppjo in  routine call 
abbreviated in the initial files. It has been abbreviated to sim plify the 
specification in Yacc and also to carry  only w ith  it the actual num ber of 
sym bol-term s in a production-rule. There is no use expanding it in the 
initial stages as the param eters to the pp jo in  routine call w ill probably 
be changed due to inserted actions. For example, abbreviation for 
ppjoin(SYMSTRUC( 1 ),SYMSTRUC(2)) is given as J2 only. The 
expansion also involves the replacement of the the names SYMSTRUC 
and SYMNM. SYMSTRUC(X) is a positional variable in Yacc referring to
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the struc tu re  representing the Xth. symbol term  on the production-rule 
while SYMNM(X) represents an im plem entation field nam e of th a t 
s truc tu re  which in tu rn  represents the lexeme of the sym bol term . This 
expansion is done through a lexical specification lexpand .l using Lex 
which replaces every occurrence of of the abbreviated ppjoin routine call 
and the names SYMSTRUC and SYMNM. Note th a t a t th is stage, the J 
calls are not only from  the original form atted  file ppyfile  bu t also from  
the transform ed specification read from  the user specification file.
This next stage processes the pp jo in  routine call fu rth er. It makes 
an alteration to the calling param eters of th a t routine due to  the 
insertions of new actions. For example, fo r a simple production-rule as
I sym bl symb2 symb3
the call w ill be
ppjoin(SYMSTRUC( 1 ),ppjoin(SYMSTRUC( 2),SYMSTRUC( 3))) bu t an 
additional action for sym bol term  2 inserted between sym bol term  2 and 
3 w ill force a change in the routine call to 
ppjoin(SYMSTRUC( l),ppjoin(SYMSTRUC(2),SYMSTRUC(4))). This 
alteration is achieved through an A w k program change th a t w orks out 
how many symbol term s actually  exist in each production-rule and keeps 
track of the positions of these sym bol term s. It also takes into 
consideration the (NP) prefixed to certain sym bol term s not to  be printed 
to the output, by not passing their positional variables.
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The last stage is the execution of the text expansion Awk program 
a w k in s  created during the first stage, replacing and inserting all tex t 
expansion calls into the piped yacc specification file which is finally 
redirected into a final yacc spec file.
A ll these stages in the building of a preprocessor are coordinated 
through a shell script which passes the ou tpu t of one stage as the inpu t of 
another through the Unix piping facility . Given below is the shell script 
psystem  tha t puts together the stages into one preprocessor building 
system .
aw k -f ppawk Si
cat pplfile lexfilelsort -n lrem ove .s> $2 \lf’
cat ppyfile yaccfilelsort -nlremove.slempact.sllexpandlchange.slawkins.s>$2’.y f ’ 
yacc -d $2’.y f’ 
lex $ 2 \lf ’
cc -o $2 \pp’ lex.yy.c y.tab.c main.c -11 -ly  
echo ’/lib /cpp  -P -C $1T $2’.pp’>$2 
chmod u+x $2 
rm lexfile yaccfile
In the process of creating the required preprocessor, the system  
creates auxiliary files to  assist it in the generation of the preprocessor.
Most of the files w ill be deleted on completion of preprocessor except tw o
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files w ith  the extensions .If and .y f. Both of these files remain so th a t 
the user can check on the underlying structu res of the lexical and 
syntactical stages.
It should also be noted th a t the input to any preprocessor is 
preprocessed first by the standard  C preprocessor (CPP) to elim inate 
standard  C preprocessing statem ent.
3.3 : U sing th e  S ystem
To use the system , the user has to prepare a user specification file of 
the intended preprocessor using the specification language and w ith  
reference to the system  C productions. To build a preprocessor p re p ro  
using a specification file specfile, a user types the command
p system  specfile p rep ro
and the resu ltan t preprocessor is executed w ith  an input program 
in p u t_ p ro g  w ith  the command
p rep ro  in p u t_ p ro g
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There are times when new productions or production-rules 
introduced by the user can cause am biguity and conflicts. However, this 
does not mean th a t a parser for the preprocessor w ill not be produced. 
The system invokes tw o disambiguating rules by defau lt :
i) in a sh ift/reduce conflict, the defau lt is to do the shift;
ii) in a reduce/reduce conflict, the defau lt is to reduce by the earlier 
gram m ar rule.
Therefore, the system  w ill still produce preprocessors even in the 
presence of conflicts. Messages about those conflicts w ill be reported to 
the user by the system . For fu rth e r inform ation and to understand 
fu rth e r how the system  handles ambiguities, conflicts and errors through 
Yacc, refer to  the CPBS User M anual in Appendix V.
3 .4 : T he In te rfac e
A user friendly  interface is available to  the user in specifying the 
preprocessor. The user interface prom pts the user for details to be 
specified which w ould otherwise have to be presented in a particular 
specification language form at using special specification keyw ords. The 
interface actually  builds the specification file as the dialogue progresses.
To use the interface a user initiates a dialogue session by typing the 
command in tfac e . The specification w ill be w ritten  into specification file 
sfile. sfile can then be used as input to the system  as explained in the
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previous section.
An example of a dialogue session is given in Appendix VII. In the 





THE SYSTEM AS A TOOL
4.1 : W h at Is On Offer?
A fter discussing the design and im plem entation aspects of the 
preprocessor builder in the last chapter, we take another look a t the 
system from  a different viewpoint, th a t of a user. How useful is this 
tool th a t was built? W hat has it got to offer to the user?
A relatively simple and easily used system  was built to  sim plify and 
ease an otherwise substantial task of building preprocessors. It reduces 
the w ork of building a preprocessor to the task of merely specifying it to 
the system  using a simple but sufficient specification language. It is an 
autom ated system th a t transform s a set of specifications into the required 
preprocessor, perm itting the building of C language checking and 
extending preprocessors through the simple specification procedure. 
Basically, it offers the user a dynam ic tool th a t comprises of a 
specification modifiable lexical and syntax analysers, facilities for text 
replacement, expansion and insertion; and run-tim e linkage.
In short, the system  should be able to build any preprocessor th a t 
can be built through programming using the C language. The main factor 
dem onstrated is sim plicity through autom ation. Thus, allowing the user
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1o concentrate only on specifying the actual preprocessing th a t is required 
directly  w ith  reference to the gram m ar th a t represents the struc tu res of 
the language. There is actually  no need to m aster other tools as the 
system  comes as a complete package w ith  a specification language, basic 
preprocessing routines, autom ation facilities together w ith  the 
compilation and linkage steps leading to the eventual preprocessor. 
Another point to note is tha t, as it does not directly  involve machine 
dependent instructions, it is also portable and can be transported  to any 
machine where the standard language developm ent tools Lex and Yacc 
are present.
Another point to note is th a t all preprocessors built using this system  
allow  preprocessing instructions of other preprocessors to pass through 
them w ithout being detected. Generated preprocessors can also be piped 
together to do several different preprocessing tasks consecutively.
Let us consider a short example in introducing a new language 
construct into C to dem onstrate the sim plicity of using the system . The 
task at hand is to introduce the fam iliar re p e a t-u n til  construct of the 
Aigol-like languages into C. We therefore need a preprocessor th a t can 
accept the re p e a t-u n til  construct. A new construct to be im plem ented 
through preprocessing necessitates a mapping of it back dow n into the 
base language i.e. the standard  C language. We therefore map into the 
d o -w h ile  construct of C which is sim ilar in form . We could 
alternatively  use a labelled i f  statem ent and a goto statem ent. Given
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next is a specification of the preprocessor to be implemented.
CNOTATION@RP /* comment notation */




NON_TERMINAL /* specifying a non-term inal */
@rpuntil
@
INS_PRODRULE /* inserting production-rule




ADD_NEW PROD /* adding a production */
LHS@rpuntil
PRULE
@REPEAT statement UNTIL LP expr RP SC
@
ACT@1 /* inserting action for a
@{ particular sym bol_term  */












SYNT_INCFILE@var.h / *  specifying file to support
preprocessing */








It can be argued th a t the version of the r e p e a t_ u n ti l  construct 
could be implemented using the macro facility  of the CPP but note th a t it 
cannot be implemented properly using the if-go to  combination. This is 
because CPP cannot be used satisfactorily to  generate the necessary 
labels.
However, this can be properly done using CPBS. Furtherm ore, no 
problems arise when the construct is nested. Clashes between label 
names of the input programs and those inserted by the preprocessor can 
be handled through the use of the prefixing facility  of the system . 
Furtherm ore, macro substitu tion  through the CPP does not allow  for 
proper syntax checking to be done. For example, a syntax error in the 
form  of a missing rep ea t lexeme w ill pass through the preprocessing 
stage undetected only to be detected at a later stage a t compile-time.
Another simple example is the im plem entation of a user specified 
debugger through the use of a preprocessor w ith  user supplied debugging 
routines where debugging is only done w henever an intended program is 
passed through the debugging preprocessor before compilation. Here, a 
simple specification file w ith  specifications of the comment notation and a 
run-tim e file reference are all th a t is required. In a sense, it is an 
implementation of conditional compilation as only by passing the 
intended program through the debugging preprocessor w ill the debugging 
codes or calls to those codes be processed by the compiler.
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4.2 : Exam ple I : A Pre- And Post-C ondition  P reprocessor
4.2.1 : T he R equ irem en t
In this section we look at a pre- and post-condition preprocessor th a t 
was built using the system . The system  was used to provide insertions 
into the input programs in the form  of calls to pre- and post- condition 
check routines and to allow  those user supplied routines to be linked to 
the ou tpu t programs. The pre condition check call was to be inserted 
right after the first declaration section in the intended function i.e. before 
any executable statem ent, w hile the post condition check call was to be 
inserted before the re tu rn  statem ent.
The pre condition call to the routine carried the values passed to the 
form al param eters of the function. This was to check w hether the actual 
param eters to the function call carried values th a t satisfy its pre 
condition. In the case of the post condition, it also included the value 
returned by the function : a check on w hether the function did w hat it 
ought to and returned the expected result. A standard  notation was used 
such that the pre- and post-condition user routines are named w ith  either 
the string ’pre-’ or ’post-’ prefixed before the function name. This was to 
help in the autom ation process.
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4.2.2 : The M echanism  of Im p lem en ta tio n
From looking at the CPBS C language productions in Appendix II, we 
observe tha t the insertions involved productions [54] on the second 
([54].2) and fourth  ([54].4) production-rules; and production [62] w ith  
produclion-rule 5 ([62].5). Production-rule [38].7 gives the name of the 
function to be stored. Scoping levels have to  be monitored to allow  
insertion only on the outerm ost scope of a function. This was achieved 
through fixing a level counter at production-rules [55], 1 and [56]. 1.
A preprocessing instruction FNCHECK was to be to inserted before a 
function definition in an input program to instruct pre and post condition 
checks to be done. This involved inserting tw o new production-rules 
into production [67] involving function definitions by setting up a check 
requirem ent flag.
4.2.3 : T he Specification F ile
Declarations of variables used in the actions was declared in file 
ppcdef.h  and the name of file containing the checking routines was 
ppcheck.h . Given below is the specification file required for the task of 
building the required preprocessor.
CN0TAT10N@ C0ND /* comment notation */




















@{ /* at the beginning of a function scope */






@{ /* at the beginning of a function scope */


























if (checkflag==l) /* expanding return statement */





PRULE /* processing FNCHECK keyword */












PRULE /* processes the FNCHECK keyword */ 














TEXT_EXP /* text expansion tem plates */ 
FN_HEAD@EXPAND_PRE(SYM,STR 1)
EX_TEXT@SYM \\n  pre_ST R l); 
FN_HEAD@EXPAND_POST(SYM,STR 1 ,STR2) 
EX _TEXT@ post_STR2.STR l);\\n  SYM
This preprocessor has been used as an example for the m anual in 
Appendix V. A sample of the input and ou tpu t programs to  the 
preprocessor are given in the manual.
4.3 : Example II : The Index Checker
Sec. 4.3.1 : The Requirement
Next we look at the requirem ents of a preprocessor th a t inserts 
statem ents to perform  run-tim e checks on the valid ity  of indices in array  
expressions. Basically, w hat is required is an index checker th a t accepts 
as input a C program and outputs an instrum ented program th a t when 
compiled and executed w ill prin t out error messages on the VDU giving 
inform ation pertaining to i) name of array  involved; ii) the out of bounds 
index; and iii) its line num ber in the original program.
We would like to check on array expressions of the following type :
i) one-dimensional array;
ii) m ulti-dim ensional array;
iii) nested array.
The user will have an option of the following :
i) fu ll index checking on all arrays;
ii) index checking on specified arrays only;
iii) index checking at specified on/off points; and
iv) index checking in specified scopes.
4.3.2 : Mechanism of Implementation
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The basic s truc tu re  th a t is to be checked is the array  index of an 
a rray  expression. To check w hether an index is out of bounds, we 
obviously need to know the size of the array  which is declared in an 
array  declaration.
W ith reference to the system list of C productions, the production 
representing array expressions is production-rule [2].2 while production- 
ru le  [38].4 represents array  declarations. In production-rule [2].2 
postfix -expr can be recursively reduced to p r im a ry -e x p r  by 
production-rule [2].l and reduced fu rth e r to id e n tif ie r  by production- 
ru le  [111. In production-rule [38].4, d ec la ra to r2  can be recursively 
reduced to id e n tif ie r  by production-rule [38]. 1.
Note tha t a m ulti-dim ensional array can be obtained by recursive 
reduction on postfix -expr in production-rule [2].2. Nested array  indices 
can be obtained by reduction from  production [20] through to production 
[2] skipping production [3], [5] and [19].
On recognising an expression of the form 
a[b]=c;
we w an t to check the index by expanding it to
a[( sf x[ 1 ]=b) <  Ollsf x[ 1 ]>  =arrsize_a9error( sf x[ 1 ],lineno,"b"):sf x[ 1 ]]=c;
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and an expression of the form
a[b[c]]=d;
is expanded to
a[(sf x[2]=b[(sf x[ 1 ]=c) <011
sf x[ 1 ] >  =arrsize_b?sf xxerror( sf x[ 1 ], 1 ineno," b" ):sf x[ 1 ]]) <  Oil
sfx[2]> =arrsize_a?sf xxerroK sf x[2],lineno,"a"):sfx[2]]=d;
On recognising an array declaration we w ant to store the name of the 
array  and its dimensions in the sym bol-tables. During parsing, the input 
program is parsed enabling declared inform ation to be stored and array  
expressions to be checked in the process. Expressions tha t consist of 
array expressions to be modified are modified accordingly and stored in 
the linked-list which is printed out once the whole program has been 
parsed.
Scoping is maintained throughout w ith  the help of tw o globally 
declared linked-lists. One is used to store externally  declared array  
variables and the other to store array  variables declared inside functions. 
For every scoping level in a function, there exist a sub-list. The inner 
level list is joined to the end of the outer level list and later deleted from  
the function list when coming out of the inner level.
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To discuss the storage of inform ation from array  declarations there 
are tw o types of array declarations to be considered : i) globally declared 
array  variables (outside functions); and ii) array  variables declared 
inside functions (eg. auto variables).
i) Globally declared array variables.
Through studying the system productions of C, if there is an array  
variable declared globally, the reduction route w ill definitely go through 
production-rule [65].2 and production-rule [38].4. Therefore, we check 
a t production-rule [65].2 w hether an array  declaration has been declared 
through it. The easiest w ay is to  create a flag say a rrflag  which is 
checked after production-rule [65].2 has been passed. We require a 
tem porary list to store the inform ation w hile a t production [38] and then 
link it to the appropriate linked-list a fte r coming out from  production- 
rule [38].4 back to production-rule [65].2. Care is taken in setting up 
flags and their initialisation.
ii) Array variables declared inside functions
A study of the gram m ar productions reveals th a t production-rule 
[54].4 is to be considered when considering array  variables declared inside 
functions. The use of this production-rule simplifies the problem of 
implementing scoping considerably. As in (i), a check is made to  check if 
an array has been declared through non-term inal d e c la ra tio n _ lis t  in
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production-rule [54].4. If it is true the tem porary list form ed at 
production-rule [38].4 is linked to the external variable list. A scope 
pointer is assigned to the head of the tem porary list before it is linked. 
This is to  assist in deleting the sub-list when coming out of a scope level.
A t production-rule [38].4 the declared inform ation is stored. On 
completion of the production-rule, a new item w ith  inform ation obtained 
from  the a ttribu tes of the production-rule is linked to the end of the 
existing tem porary list. W ith reference to  the a ttribu tes of the 
production, we can check w hether an array  used in an expression is in the 
tw o global lists and if they are, provide run-tim e checks by expanding 
the indices w ith  checking statem ents. Care has been taken to consider 
m ulti-dim ensional arrays resulting from recursive self-referencing.
The s tructu re  of an en try  in the sym bol-table is
s truct ENTRY
{ char arrname[ARRNMSIZE]; 
int dimsize[MAXDIM+l] 
s truc t ENTRY *next,*prev;
i
To avoid any name clashes occurring between the variable names in 
the input program and the suffix-checking array  variable sfx in the ru n ­
tim e routine, the PREFIX@sfx@ WITH@sfx is given. In order th a t we
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can specify various preprocessing commands, if is necessary th a t we 
introduce those commands using the KEYWORD specification. 
Preprocessing instructions w ill be in the form  of specialised comments 
which are valid  C language comments. The specification CNOTATION is 
used to specify instructive comments preceded by SUF. The lexical 
analyser recognises such specialised comments, strips them  off to reveal 
the instructive keyw ords and passes them  on to the parser. The 
preprocessing comments are :
i) /*PPSUF COM_CHECK */
instructs fu ll checking from  the time this instruction is read;
ii) /*PPSUF SCOPE_CHECK */
instructs checking only in the scope containing this instruction i.e.
between tw o matching curly  brackets;
iii) /*PPSUF CHECK__ON V
instructs checking on ju st one specific array  from  the tim e it is
declared till the time it diminishes through scoping;
iv) /*PPSUF SINGL_ARR */
instructs checking on just one array  at specific on/off points
indicated by (vii) and (vii);
v ) /*PPSUF ALL_ARR */
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instructs checking of all arrays declared from  the point of 
instruction at specified on/off points as in (iv);
v i) /*PPSUF START_CHECK */ 
represents starting  point to begin suffix-checking;
vii) /*PPSUF END_CHECK */ 
represents ending point to stop suffix-checking.
4.3.3 : The Specification File
This section gives the specification file required to generate the index 
checker. Im plem entation variables and routines together w ith  run-tim e 
routines specified in the specification file are listed in Appendix IV. The 












N O N T E R M IN A L
@aarpre









p u sh (l);
else 









k=thesize(SYM NM ( l),to p - >  val); 
if (k > 0 )
{ ++t:














































if ((notproper==0) && ((storeflag==l)ll(sigflag==l)))
{
arrflag[levcount]=l ;++dimcount; 
if (d im count==l) tem p_entry=store(SY M N M (l)); 
























































if (d im count==l) tem p_entry=store(SYM N M (2)); 




































@begin aarpre(NP) statem ent_list end 
@
PRULE
@begin aarpre(NP) declaration_list end 
@
PRULE



































SYNT_INCFILE@ sfxstruc.h,sfxstack.h,sfxdef.h  
RUNTIME FILE@suf.rtm
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TEXT_EXP
FN_H EAD@ EXPAND_SUF(SYM ,STR1,VAL1,VAL2.VAL3) 
E X _T E X T @ (sfx[V A L l]=SY M )<0 ll\\n \\t sfx [V A L l]> = V A L 2?  
sf xxerror(sf x[ VAL1 ], V AL3 AW'STRl \\\" ):sf x[ V A L1 ]
4.4 : Limitations of the System
One of the lim itations of the system  is th a t the resu ltan t gram m ar 
th a t is finally presented to Yacc by the system  to be processed m ust be 
LR. A nother is that, as it is a preprocessor builder for C, it can only 
build preprocessors th a t preprocess an input program producing an 
ou tpu t in standard  C. This rules out any possibility of producing an 
ou tpu t o ther than th a t th a t can be accepted by the C compiler and 
therefore tasks th a t require the system  to interface w ith  another system  
as in parallel processing for example, cannot be accommodated.
An im portant overall lim itation is th a t a preprocessor cannot 
introduce any new type-checking since this is a compile time task. For 
the same reason, it does not appear feasible to im plem ent an exception 
mechanism using the system .
A part from  the lim itations above, the system  should be capable of 
building any preprocessor th a t can possibly be built through 
programming using the C language. However, in the context of language 
extensions, we are therefore lim ited to the pre-compilation stage through 
the use of the preprocessors. It should be noted th a t the extreme case of 
language extension th a t can possibly be implem ented through the use of a
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preprocessor is one th a t w ill have to finally map down into the standard 
struc tu res of C. In the next chapter we look at a final example of the 
system  a t w ork.
>
CHAPTER FIVE
A FINAL EXAM PLE : GENERIC PACKAGES IN C
5.1 : In tro d u c tio n
This chapter dem onstrates the system  w ith  yet another example - a 
preprocessor th a t supports generic packages. The aim of th is chapter is 
actually  tw o-fold. First, to dem onstrate fu r th e r  the effective use of the 
completed system . Secondly, to present a quite simple bu t effective 
m ethod of grafting generic packages into the C language. The example 
given is not an elaborate one since details of the system  facilities 
available can be dem onstrated effectively using uncomplicated concise 
examples.
5 .2 : G eneric  Packages
A package in C is an inform ation hiding and data encapsulation 
mechanism. It can be used to  group logically related entities such as 
constants, variables and functions. There is a visible and private part of 
the package. Only the entities specified in the visible part of a package 
specification can be referred to by the package user.
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Generic packages are packages th a t can accept types as parameters. 
They act as a tem plate for the declaration of tru e  packages. A generic 
package m ust be instantiated to create a new package and more than one 
instantiation per generic package is possible. Generic packages provide 
examples of softw are reusability . W ith a generic package, packages 
involving sim ilarly  identical functions and routines need not be w ritten  
over and over again. Programs become more manageable and program 
correctness w ill be much easier to  check. Generic packages provides an 
excellent example of abstraction. Using a package, visible components can 
be declared for external reference w hile im plem entation aspects of the 
package can remain hidden from  outside the package. In fact, a generic 
package is a stage fu rth e r into abstraction. Also, through the use of 
generic packages changes to  the types of variables used as param eters to a 
package w ill just be a single change during instantiation of th a t type.
5.3 : G eneric  Packages in  C
The technique presented here perm its the use of generic packages in C 
to provide a means for abstraction and genericity. A lthough it is not 
possible to em ulate fu lly  the concept of generic packages as in Ada, the 
w ork described in this chapter provides a C flavoured generic package 
tha t m aintains the sty le  of C w hile introducing a whole new concept. 
The generic packages have been implemented w ith  the use of the 
preprocessor building system  including the standard  C Preprocessor 
(CPP). It is thought th a t the use of the CPP w ould sim plify the
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complexity of converting the package keyw ords to a m inim um  w ithou t 
too much confusion to the user, for example, some keyw ord expansions 
have been left to the CPP up to the  stage before compilation to improve 
readability of the ou tpu t program.
The usage of generic packages in C is represented by three component 
hies :
i) a file g enpkg_X  defining a generic package usually  w ritten  by a 
package developer;
ii) a file in s t_ X .h  for instantiation of the generic package w ritten  by 
either the package developer or the user; and
iii) a calling program file th a t links itself to the new ly created package 
instantiation, w ritten  by the user.
5.4 Im p lem en ta tio n
To sim plify the use of the generic packages and to mask the actual C 
codes involved when supporting them , a set of keyw ords were used. 
These keyw ords translate  the requirem ents specified by the user through 
them  into ordinary  C codes. The translation  process is done through the
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expansion and insertion facility of the system  and the macro substitu tion 
of the CPP. There are macro expansions which can only be done using 
the system , for example, the concatenation of tw o macro param eters.
The em ulation of a package is done through the use of pointers to 
functions in C structures because in C structu res can be defined 
containing pointers to functions as components while genericity is 
achieved through the process of macro substitu tion  using the system  and 
CPP. The hidden section of a generic package is represented by a s ta tic  
struc tu re  p r iv a te  containing components th a t are hidden from  outside 
the package file due to the use of storage class s ta tic . Abstraction is thus 
achieved as the components of the hidden s tru c tu re  can only be referred 
to from  w ithin the generic package im plem entation file genpkg_X . All 
functions in the generic packages are declared as s ta tic  and only those 
entities available as components of the visible package s truc tu re  can be 
referred to from outside the package and only if the proper link has been 
made.








FUNC(bool .em pty_stack );
FUNC(bool,f u ll_ stack  ):
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{if (private.stacktop> l )
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A generic package begins w ith  a declaration of the generic param eters 
of the package using the keyw ord GENERIC. The keyw ord CONST 
specifies a constant variable of a particu lar type so th a t CONST(X,Y) 
specifies a variable X of type Y. The keyw ord TYPE specifies a generic 
type. Another keyw ord to be used under GENERIC is the keyw ord FN. 
FN(A,B) specifies a generic function A for use in function B which m ust 
be a component of the package. The GENERIC section of the package 
definition actually  serves as a specification to the user concerning the 
characteristics of the generic param eters of the package.
The actual definition of the generic package begins w ith  the keyw ord 
G_PACKAGE. The VIS keyw ord heads the list of visible components of 
the package. Keyword FUNC defines a function th a t re tu rns a value of a 
particular type w hile the keyw ord PROC defines a function of type void. 
Therefore we have FUNC(X,Y) defining a function Y th a t re tu rns a value 
of type X w hile PROC(T) defines a function T th a t does not re tu rn  any 
value. Keyword END_VIS is the keyw ord to be used to signify the end 
of the visible section of the package.
The definition in the hidden section of the package begins w ith  
keyw ord PRIV and ends w ith  the keyw ord END_PRIV. A part from  the 
package definition, variables and function definitions, the keyw ord 
PRIV_INIT declares a section in the package file to do any necessary 
initialisation of the private components. This section ends w ith  the 
keyw ord END.
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In order to allow  and prepare a generic package for external use 
(export), an interface is defined through the use of keyw ords EXPPKG, 
EXP, and END as shown in the above given example.
To instantiate a generic package, a instantiation file in s t_ X .h  is 
required. Instantiation of the generic param eters is done using 
instantiation keyw ords. An example of an instantiation file 






Keyword PKGINST instantiates the package. PKGINST(X,Y) 
instantiates generic package X to create a new package Y. K eyw ord INST 
used in INST(U,V) instantiates en tity  U w ith  V. PKGLINK(L) defines 
the function name L tha t w ill make the link to the newdy created 
package. It is essential th a t th is be defined for every single instantiation 
for proper package linkage. To denote the end of the instantiation 
process, END_PKGINST(X) specifies the end of instantiation of generic 
package X.
Once the new package has been created by the instantiation of the 
generic package, it can then be used just like an ordinary package. But 
for a program to actually  use a new ly created package from  outside it,
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the use of the package m ust be declared using some keyw ord 
instructions. Below is a program C m ain.c th a t links and makes use of a 





FU N C (bool,em pty_stack);
FU N C (bool,fu ll_stack); 









if (CSTAC K .iop_of _stack = = ’*’ II (*CSTACK.full_stack)0) 
w hile (((*CSTACK .em pty_stack)())==FALSE) 




The use of a package necessitates a declaration in the calling program file 
of the intended package using the same keyw ords as those used to define 
the generic package except th a t the call f  rom a using program begins w ith  
the keyw ord GETPKG and ends w ith  the keyw ord END_GETPKG. 
Notice also th a t a call getSTACKO is made before any expression in the 
calling program to link the required package using the name specified in 
the instantiation file in s t  CSTACK.h.
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The system user specification file to provide the preprocessing 













N O N T E R M IN A L
@ num _ident













@ any_tvpe identifier SC 
@
ADD_NEW PROD  
LHS@ instpkg 
PRULE








@PKGLINK LP(NP) identifier RP(NP)




















































































A D D _N  EWPROD 








R UNTIM E_FILE@ gen_pkg.h  
TEXT_EXP
FN_HEAD@ GP_EX1(SYM ) 
EX_TEX T@ \n#define  
FN_HEAD@ GP_EX2(SYM ) 
EX_TEXT@SYM \n  
FN_HEAD@ GP_EX3(SYM ) 
EX_TEXT@ \n#define LINK 
FN_HEAD@ GP_EX4(SYM ) 
E X _T EX T@ \n# include
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FN_HEAD@ GP_EX5(SYM ) 
EX_TEXT@ \nextern  
FN_HEAD@ GP_EX6(SYM ) 
EX_TEXT@ struct { \n  
FN _H E AD@ GP_EX7(S YM ,STR 1) 
EX_TEXT@} STR1; 
FN_HEAD@ GP_EX8(SYM ) 
EX_TEXT@ \
FN_HEAD@ GP_EX9(SYM ) 
EX_TEXT@ \nSYM  




Notice th a t in some cases, the keyw ords are translated  into the CPP 
macro substitu tion  definition to be processed by the CPP before being 
compiled. The CPP processes it autom atically  through the inclusion of a 
CPP header file included using the specification language keyw ord 
RUNTIME_FILE. Note also th a t the translation done also involves 
concatenation which is not possible when using the CPP.
As the generic package e.g. genpkg_STA C K  is only to be used when 
needed, possibly taken from a libraries of packages, it is not required to 
be processed through the generic package preprocessor and as such it is 
implem ented through the use of the CPP. Given next is the CPP header 
file g en _ p k g .h  which is used by the system  to help im plem ent the 
preprocessor.





#define F N (x.y)
#define G_PACKAGE(x) 
#define VIS struct {
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#define PROC(x) void (*x)()
#define FU N C (x.y) x (*y)()
#define E N D _V IS(x) } x;
#define PRIV static struct {int iflg;
#define END _PRIV (x) } private;
#define END_G _PACK AG E(x)
#define PRIV_INIT static void p riv _ in it() { private.iflg=TRUE;
#define END }
#define EXPPKG(x) void LINK() { if (private.iflg!=TRUE) p riv_ in it();
#define EXP(x,y) x .y=y  
#define END_EXPPKG }
To dem onstrate the usefulness of the new ly acquired generic package 
facility , given below is all th a t is required to instantiate  the package 







This file inst_R ST A C K .h is the instantiation file while the calling 
program R m ain.c is given n e x t :
#include "rec.b"





FUN C (bool,em pty_stack); 
FUNC( boo 1 ,f u 1 l_ stac  k ); 
struct rec top _of_stack ;  








w hile (!(feo f(ifp )))
{ fscanf(ifp,"%s %d",arecl.name,&arecl.age);
(*RSTACK.push)(arecl);
if (strcmp(RSTACK.top_of_stack.name,''*")==0 II (*R ST A C K .fu ll_stack)0) 
{arec2=(*RSTACK.pop)0; 







5.5 : Highlights and Summary.
A technique has been presented here th a t introduces the concept of 
generic packages and abstract data types into C through careful and 
intelligent exploitation of the expansion,insertion and substitu tion  
facilities of the system and the CPP; and the characteristics of struc tu res 
in C.
W ith a generic package facility , we can have a library  of packages 
th a t can be instantiated and used im m ediately. As components of a 
package are im plem ented as components of a C structu re , every visible 
components of the package can only be referred to  w ith  specific reference 
to  the a new ly instantiation package. Instantiations of tw o or more 
packages from  one generic package w ill not pose any problem nor w ill 
any name clashes occur.
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CHAPTER SIX
LOOKING AHEAD : FURTHER RESEARCH SUGGESTIONS 
AND POSSIBILITIES
We now come to the final chapter of th is thesis, a chapter which 
discusses fu rth e r areas of research th a t might be explored.
This thesis has dem onstrated how a system  can build preprocessors 
w hich im plem ents C language extensions through specifying the 
specification of the preprocessor using a specification language. Thus, we 
can conclude th a t the system  met the goals th a t were set up w hen the 
research w ork began, despite some lim itations to the nature  of the input 
programs, as already discussed in Chapter 4.
We now discuss possible modifications and extensions to the system . 
One possible extension w ould be to provide the  user w ith  a specification 
consistency check th a t w ill check w hether the specifications specified by 
the user are in the correct form at. As the specification file is processed 
using the language Awk, it is v ita l th a t the syntax  and fo rm at of the 
language is s tric tly  followed. In the present experim ental system , a 
single blank line or a missing specification delim iter w ould invalidate an
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entire specification. The check could be implem ented in the form  of a 
scanner th a t scans the specification file to detect irregularity  in syntax 
and fo rm at and reports im m ediately the error in specification which 
might include a blank line, a missing delim iter, an incomplete 
specification or unbalanced curly  brackets. Upon encountering a 
specification keyw ord, the fo rm at for specification of a particu lar 
keyw ord should be checked for conform ity. Such checking w ould allow  
any error in specification to be detected at the earliest possible stage. 
However, up till now, no error in specification has managed to pass 
through all the stages leading to the building of the eventual 
preprocessor, w ithou t being detected.
F urther modification could also be made to the interface bu ilt for 
specifying specifications to the system . A t the moment, it is a simple 
interface which prom pts the user w ith  questions requiring a yes/no 
answ er followed by prom pts requesting input of a particular 
specification. A more elaborate interface w ould preferably be more 
inform ative in th a t it should be possible for the user to request the 
display of any production/production-rule and also give specifications 
w ith  reference to the item being displayed.
An exciting fu rth e r research project involving extending the system  
w ill be to m odify the system  to accept a set of language productions 
representing the gram m ar of a language together w ith  the set of lexical 
entities to produce preprocessors for tha t language. This is perhaps a
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generalisation of the w ork done described in this thesis. Thus, the 
modified system  w ill initially  read in the gram m ar productions from  a 
gram m ar production file and the lexical entities from  another or the same 
file and build syntax and lexical files ppyffile and pplffile respectively. 
Basically, to im plem ent the proposed system  we w ould  require a fro n t- 
end to our existing system  th a t w ill process the gram m ar productions 
and lexical entities of the language into ppyffile and pplffile. This can be 
achieved by introducing the productions and lexical entities of the 
language in a form at and specification readable by the front-end . The 
end product w ill be a preprocessor builder capable of building 
preprocessors for any language, given its gram m ar productions and 
lexical entities.
A step fu rth e r w ould be to explore, w ith  the help of the modified 
system , the field of language to language translation. W ith  the use of the 
expansion and insertion facility  of the system , simple language to 
language translation w ill no longer be a difficult task.
A nother interesting research project w ould be to create a specification 
based system  th a t w ill include a complete autom ation of the pre-post 
condition system  and m odule specification interface w ith  autom atically  
generated checking routines based on specifications given by the user of 
the pre-post conditions, data-type invariants and module interfaces.
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APPENDIX I : THE SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE PSL
"CNOTATION@" <  notation >
"KEYWORD"
"@"< keyword >
<  keyw ord >*
"@ "
"PREFIX <  stringl >  "@ WITH@" <  string2 >
"NONTERM INAL"
<  non-terminal >
<  non-term inal >  *
"INS_ACTION"
{"PROD@" <  production_no >
{"RULE@" <prod u ction _ru le_no  >  
j"ACT@" <  sym bol_no >
"@{" <  action_line >+"}"
"<§>"}+}+}+
"INS_PR0DRULE"
{"PROD@" <  production_no >
{"PRULE"
"@" <  production_rule >
"@ "
{"ACT@" <  sym bol_no >
<  action _ lin e>  +"}"
"ADD_NEWPROD"
{"LHS@" <  non_term inal >
{"PRULE"
"@" <  production_rule >
{"ACT@" < sy m b o l_ n o  >
"@{" < action _ lin e  >  +"}"
"@"}*}+}+
"SYNT_INCFILE@" < filename >  {"," < filename >  }*
"RUNTIME_FILE@" <  filename >
"TEXT_EXP"
{"FN_HEAD@" <  tem plate_head >
"EX_TEXT@" <  expansion_tem plate >  }+









I ’( ’ expr ’) ’
[2] postfix_expr
: prim ary_expr  
I postfix_expr '[’ expr ’]’
I postfix_expr ’( ’ ’) ’
I postfix_expr ’( ’ argum ent_expr_list ')’
I postfix_expr V identifier 
I postfix_expr PTR_OP identifier 




I argum ent_expr_list Y assignm ent_expr
[4] unary_expr
: postfix_expr  
I INC_OP unary_expr  
I DEC_OP unary_expr  
I unary_operator cast_expr  
I SIZEOF unary_expr  







I ’( ’ type_nam e ’) ’ cast_expr
[7] m ultiplicative_expr
: cast_expr
I m ultiplicative_expr ’*’ cast_expr
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I m ultiplicative_expr ’/ ’ cast_expr  
I m ultiplicative_expr cast_expr
[8] additive_expr
: m ultiplicative_expr  
I additive_expr ’+' m ultiplicative_expr  
I additive_expr m ultiplicative_expr
[9] sh ift_expr
: additive_expr
I sh ift_exp r LEFT_OP additive_expr  
I sh ift_exp r RIGHT_OP additive_expr
[10] relational_expr
: sh ift_exp r
I relational_expr ’< ’ sh ift_exp r  
I relational_expr ’> ’ sh ift_exp r  
I relational_expr LE_OP sh ift_exp r  
I relational_expr GE_OP sh ift_exp r
[11] equality_expr
: relational_expr
I equality_expr EQ_OP relational_expr  
I equality_expr NE_OP relational_expr
[12] and_expr




I exclu sive_or_exp r and_expr
[14] inclusive_or_expr
: exclu sive_or_exp r
I inclusive or expr T exclu sive_or_exp r
[15] logical_and_expr
: inclusive_or_expr
I logical_and_expr AN D _O P inclusive_or_exp r
[16] logical_or_expr
: logical_and_expr
I log ical_or_expr OR_OP logical_and_expr
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[17] conditional_expr
: logical_or_expr
I logical_or_expr ’?’ logical_or_expr conditional_expr
[18] assignm ent_expr
: conditional_expr
I unary_expr assignm ent_operator assignm ent_expr
[ 19] assignm ent_operator
I MUL_ASSIGN  
I DIV_ASS1GN  
I MOD_ASSIGN  
I ADD_ASSIGN  
I SUB_ASSIGN  
I LEFT_ASSIGN  
I RIGHT_ASSIGN 
I AND_ASSIGN  
I XOR_ASSIGN  
I OR ASSIGN
[20] expr
: assignm ent_expr 





I declaration_specifiers in it_declarator_list  
I COM declaration_specifiers
I COM declaration_specifiers in it_declarator_list Y
[23] declaration_specifiers
: storage_class_specifier





I in it_declarator_ list init_declarator
[25] init_declarator
: declarator
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I struct_or_union_specifier  
I enum_specifier 
I TYPE_NAME  
I FILE
[28] struct_or_union_specifier
: struct_or union identifier struct_declaration_list ’}’
I struct_or_u n ion  ’{’ struct_declaration _list ’}’
I struct or union identifier





I struct declaration list struct_declaration
[31] struct_declaration
■ typ e_sp ecifier_list struct_declarator_list
[32] struct_declarator_list 
: struct_declarator







: ENUM T  enum erator_list ’}’
I ENUM identifier T  enum erator_list ’}’ 
I ENUM identifier
[35] enum erator_list 
: enumerator
I enum erator_list Y enumerator
[36] enumerator
: identifier
I identifier *=’ constant_expr
[37] declarator
: declarator2 
I pointer declarator2 
I COM declarator2 
I COM pointer declarator2
[38] declarator2
: identifier 
I '(’ declarator ’) ’
I declarator2 ’[’ ’]’
I declarator2 ’[’ constant_expr ’]’
I declarator2 ’( ’ ) ’
I declarator2 ’( ’ param eter_type_list ’) ’
I declarator2 ’( ’ param eter_identifier_list ’) ’
[39] pointer
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[42] identifier list
: identifier
I identifier_list Y identifier
[43] param eter_type_list
: param eter_list 
I param eter_list ELIPSIS
[44] param eter_list
: parameter_declaration  
I param eter_list parameter_declaration
[45] parameter_declaration










: '(’ abstract_declarator ’) ’
I ’[■ *]’
I ’[’ constant_expr ’]’
I abstract_declarator2 ’[’ ’]’
I abstract_declarator2 ’[’ constant_expr ’]’
I •(’ *)'
I *(’ p aram eter_type_list ’) ’
I abstract_declarator2 ’( ’ ’) ’
I abstract_declarator2 ’( ’ p aram eter_type_list ’) ’
[49] initializer
: assignm ent_expr 
I *{’ in itia lizer_list ’}’
I '{’ in itia lizer_list Y ’}’
[50] in itializer_list 
: initializer
I in itia lizer_list initializer
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[51] statement
: labeled_statem ent 
I com pound_statem ent 
I expression_statem ent 
I selection_statem ent 
I iteration_statem ent 





: identifier statement 
I CASE constant_expr statem ent 
i DEFAULT statement
[54] com pound_statem ent
: begin end
I begin statem ent_list end
I begin declaration_list end







I declaration list declaration
[58] statem ent_list 
: statement





: IF '(’ expr ’) ’ statement 
I IF ’( ’ expr ')’ statem ent ELSE statem ent 
I SWITCH ’( ’ expr ’) ’ statement
[61] iteration_statem ent
: WHILE ’( ’ expr ’) ’ statement 
I DO statem ent WHILE ’(’ expr Y 
I FOR ’( ‘ Y Y ’)’ statement 
I FOR ’(’ Y expr ’)’ statement 
I FOR ’(’ Y expr Y ’)' statement 
I FOR ’( ’ Y expr Y expr ’) ’ statement 
I FOR ’( ’ expr Y Y ’) ’ statement 
I FOR ’( ’ expr Y Y expr ’) ’ statement 
t FOR ’( ’ expr Y expr Y ) ’ statement 
I FOR ’( ’ expr Y expr Y expr ’) ’ statement
[62] jum p_statem ent
: GOTO identifier Y 
I CONTINUE Y 
I BREAK Y 
I RETURN Y 




: external_definition  
I file external_definition
[65] external_definition








I declaration_specifiers declarator function_body
[68] function_body
: com pound_statem ent 
I declaration_list com pound_statem ent
[ 6 9 ]  i d e n t i f i e r
: ID E N T IF IE R
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APPENDIX III: CPBS Samples of Generated Files 
File : Sample of Lex generated preprocessing file, genpkg.lf (given below)
D [0-9]


















« /]| [~*]"/"|"*"[~/])*"*"*"*/"  {
if (strncmp(yytext,"/*PP".4)==0) REJECT; }





ppbuff er=y v le x t;
pplncount=0;ppchcount=0;
w hile (yytext[ppchcounl]!=,\0 ’)
if (yytext[ppchcount++]==’\n ’) ++pplncount;
fprintf(ppout_file,"% d ",++pplncount);
fputs(ppbuffer,ppout_file);
f  printf (ppout_file ,"\n" );












"FUNC" {assign( ) ;return(FUNC);}
"PROC" {assign( ) ;return (PROC);}
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{;}
"auto" { assign();count(); return(AUTO); }
"break" { assign();count(); return(BREAK); }
{ assign();count(); return(CASE); }
{ assign();count(); return(CHAR); }
{ assign();count(); return(CONST); }
{ assign();count(); return(CONTINUE); } 
j assign();count(); return(DEFAULT); }
{ assign();count(); return(DO); }
{ assign();count(); return(DOUBLE); }
{ assign();count(); return(ELSE); }
{ assign();count(); return(ENUM); }
{ assign();count(); return(EXTERN); }
{ assign();count(); return(FLOAT); }
{ assign();count(); return(FOR); }
{ assign();count(); return(GOTO); }
{ assign();count(); return(IF); }
{ assign();count(); return(INT); }
{ assign();count(); return(LONG); }
{ assign();count(); return(REGISTER); }
{ assign();count(); return(RETURN); }
{ assign();count(); return(SHORT); }
{ assign();count(); returnCSIGNED); } 
assign();count(); return(SIZEOF); } 
assign();count(); return(STATIC); } 
assignOxountO; return(STRUCT); }
{ assign();count(); return(SWITCH); }
{ assign();count(); return(TYPEDEF); }
{ assign();count(); return(FTOKEN); }
{ assign();count(); return(UNION); }
{ assign();count(); return(UNSIGNED); }
{ assign();count(); return(VOID); }
{ assign();count(); return(VOLATILE); }
{ assign();couni(); return(WHILE); }
{ assign();count(); return(check_type()); 
{ assign();count(); return(CONSTANT); } 
{ assign();count(); return(CONSTANT); } 
{ assign();count(); return (CONSTANT); } 
{ assignO xountO ; return(CONSTANT); j 
{ assign();count(); return(CONSTANT); } 
{ assign();count(); return(CONSTANT); j 
{ assign();count(); return(CONSTANT); j 
{D}*"."{D}+({E})?{FS}? { assign();count(); return (CONSTANT); } 
{D}+"."{D}*({E})?{FS}? { assign();count(); return(CONSTANT); j




•i  ^ Hextern
"float"
II r Hfor•i . itgotoII. rllif
II. Minttit iilong
n . . Hregister•i nreturn
"short"II • -tilsignedH • rllsizeofH . .. IIstaticH . iistruct
"switch"
"typedef"
"FILE"II IIunionii i Hunsignedii . ,11void
"volatile"
"while"








>  >  =
" <  < = ” 
II II+ =II II
M*_M 
ii i_\%
" % = "
" & = "
{ assign():count(); return(RIGHT_ASSIGN); } 
{ assign();count(); return(LEFT_ASSIGN); }
{ assign();count(); return(ADD_ASSIGN); }
{ assign();count(); return(SUB_ASSIGN); }
{ assign();count(); return(M UL_ASSIGN); }
{ assignO xountO ; return(DIV_ASSIGN); }
{ assign();count(); return(MOD_ASSIGN); }
{ assignOxountO; return(AND_ASSIGN); }
{ assignOxountO; return(XOR_ASSIGN); }
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> >
" <  < "
" + + "  
fl •(
II ^  II
"II"
II ^  II




•I | It 

































































































%union { int val;
Symbol *sym;
} '
%token < s y m >  AND _O P OR_OP MUL_ASSIGN DIV_ASSIGN MOD_ASSIGN  
%tolen < s y m >  ADD_ASSIGN
%token < s v m >  CASE DEFAULT IF ELSE SWITCH WHILE DO FOR GOTO
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%token < s y m >  CONTINUE BREAK RETURN
%token < s y m >  CHAR SHORT INT LONG SIGNED UNSIGNED FLOAT DOUBLE 
9ctoken < s y m >  CONST VOLATILE VOID 
%token < s y m >  END_GETPKG 
%token < s y m >  END_PKGINST
%token < s y m >  FTOKEN COM IDENTIFIER CONSTANT STRING_LITERAL SIZEOF 
%token < s y m >  FUNC 
%token < s y m >  GETPKG 
%token < s y m >  INST
%token < s y m >  LP RP LC RC LB RB EQ LT GT PL MN AS DV PC QS DT OR AP
%token < s y m >  NT SC CL CM TL EX
%token < s y m >  PKGINST
%token < s y m >  PKGLINK
%token < s v m >  PROC
%token < s y m >  PTR_OP INC_OP DEC_OP LEFT_OP RIGHT_OP LE_OP GE_OP 
%token <  sym  >  EQ_OP NE_OP
%token < s y m >  STRUCT UNION ENUM ELIPSIS GTNGE
%token < s y m >  SUB_ASSIGN LEFT_ASSIGN RIGHT_ASSIGN AND_ASSIGN
%token < s y m >  TYPEDEF EXTERN STATIC AUTO REGISTER
%token < s y m >  XOR_ASSIGN OR_ASSIGN TYPE_NAM E
%type < s y m >  abstract_declarator abstract_declarator2 initializer in itia lizer_list 
%type < s y m >  an y_typ e
%type < s y m >  assignm ent_expr assignm ent_operator expr constant_expr declaration 
%type < s y m >  begin end cast_expr m ultiplicative_expr additive_expr sh ift_exp r  
%type < s y m >  declaration_specifiers in it_declarator_list init_declarator  
%type <  sym  >  enum erator_list enumerator declarator deelarator2 pointer
%type < s y m >  filestart prim ary_expr postfix_expr argument exp r_ list unary_expr
%type < s y m >  unary_operator
%type < s y m >  function_definition function_body identifier prepro_statem ent com  
%type < s y m >  inclusive_or_expr logical_and_expr logica l_or_expr conditional_expr 
%type < s y m >  instpkg
%type < s y m >  iteration_statem ent jum p_statem ent file external_definition  
%type < s y m >  mainprog 
%type < s y m >  num _ident
%type < s y m >  param eter_type_list param eter_list parameter_declaration type_nam e
%type < s y m >  relational_expr equality_expr and_expr exclu sive_or_exp r
%type < s y m >  statement labeled_statem ent com pound_statem ent declaration_list
%type < s y m >  statem ent_list expression_statem ent selection_statem ent
%type < s y m >  storage_class_specifier type_specifier struct_or_union_specifier
%type < s y m >  struct_declarator_list struct_declarator enum _specifier
%type <  sym  >  struct_or_u n ion  struct_declaration_list struct_declaration
%type < s y m >  type_specifier_ list param eter_identifier_list identifier__list
%start filestart
%%
prim ary_expr  
: identifier 
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postfix_expr  
: prim ary_expr  











I postfix_expr  
LP























: assignm ent_expr  






: postfix_expr  





































m ultiplicative_expr  
: cast_expr  










I m ultiplicative_expr  
PC
cast_expr {
S$=pp join($ 1 ,pp join($2 ,$3 ));
}
additive_expr
: m ultiplicative_expr  
I additive_expr  
PL
m ultip licative_expr { 
S$=ppjoin($l ,ppjoin($2,$3));
}
I additive_expr  
MN
m ultip licative_expr { 
$$=ppjoin($l ,ppjoin($2,$3)); 
}
sh ift_exp r  
: additive_expr  











: sh ift_exp r  
I relational_expr  
LT
sh ift_exp r {
SS=ppjoin($l,ppjoin(S2,S3));
}
I relational_expr  
GT
sh ift_exp r {
$$=ppjoin($l ,ppjoin($2,$3)); 
}
I relational_expr  
LE_OP 
sh ift_exp r {
$$=ppjoin($l ,ppjoin($2,$3)); 
}
I relational_expr  
GE_OP 















: equality_expr  





exclu sive_or_exp r  
: and_expr  





inclusive_or_exp r  
: exclu sive_or_exp r  
I inclusive_or_exp r  
OR




: inclusive_or_expr  
I logical_and_expr  
A N D _O P




: logical_and_expr  





: logical_or_expr  









: conditional_expr  







I MUL_ASSIGN  
I DIV_ASSIGN  
I MOD_ASSIGN  
I ADD_ASSIGN  
I SUB_ASSIGN  
I LEFT_ASSIGN  
I RIGHT_ASSIGN 
I AND_ASSIGN  
I XOR_ASSIGN  
I OR_ASSIGN
exPr


































I type_specifier  




in it_declarator_ list  
: init_declarator  
I in it_declarator_list 
CM
init_declarator { 




























I enum _specifier 
I TYPE_NAM E  
IFTOKEN
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struct_or_union_specifier  

































: struct_declarator  















enum _specifier  












































$S=pp join($ 1 ,pp join($2 ,$3 )):


















































typ e_sp ecifier_ list
: type_specifier  

















p aram eter_type_ list  







: parameter_declaration  










type_nam e  
; typ e_sp ecifier_ list 
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1 abstract_declarator2  
LP





: assignm ent_expr  
I LC










in itia lizer_ list  
: initializer 






: labeled_statem ent 
I com pound_statem ent 
I expression_statem ent 
I selection_statem ent 
I iteration_statem ent 
I jum p_statem ent 
I prepro_statem ent














I DEFAULT  
CL
statem ent {
$$=pp join($ 1 ,ppjoin($2 ,$3 ));
}


















sta tem en t_ list 
end {















statem en t_list 
: statem ent 
I statement__list 

































































































































































































































w hile ((*ppstrptr)!=’\0 ’) 
pptestarr[ppb++]=*(ppstrptr++); 




w hile ((*pptextptr)!=’\ 0 ’)
pptextarr[ppr++]=*(pptextptr++);















w hile ((*ppstrplr)!=’\0 ’)
pptestarr[ppb++]=*(ppstrptr++);
pptestarr[—ppb]=’\0 ’;
pptex t ptr=pptex tarr ;
sprintf(pptextptr,"\n#define");
ppr=0;































































tempi =$4- > name;
thisptr=anarr;








sprintf(pptextptr,"struct { \n"); 
ppr=0;




















































































#include <std io .h>  
#include < string.h>  
#include "ystd.h"
- I l l  -
#include "gpkg.h"
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APPENDIX IV : Preprocessors Variables and Routines Files




File : index checker : sfxstruc.h (given below)
#define ARRNMSIZE 20  
#define MAXDIM 10 
#define LEVDIM 20
#define ENTRY struct entry
ENTRY
{ char arrname[ARRNMSIZE]; 
int dimsize[M AXDIM +l];
ENTRY *next,*prev;
};
File : index checker : sfxstack.h (given below)





void push(value) /* pushes value on top of stack */ 
int value;
{SITEM *newptr;
newptr=(SITEM *)m alloc(sizeof (SITEM)); 
new ptr- >  val=value; 
new ptr- >  next=top; 
top=newptr;
}




poptr->  next=( SITEM *)0;
}
File : index checker : sfxdef.h (given below)
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ENTRY *evar_head,*evar_end,*fvar_head,*fvar_end,*ptr[LEVDIM ],*tem p_entry; 
int levcount=0,fnflag=0,notproper=0,arrflag[20],dim count=0,tc=(-l),ptrflag[20]; 
int k,t=0,closebrac=0; 
int storeflag=0,checkflag=0,sigflag=0;
ENTRY *store(sl) /* stores array names */ 
char * s l;
{ENTRY *pointr;
pointr=(ENTRY *)m alloc(sizeof(ENTRY)); 
strcpy(& (pointr- >  arrnam e[0]),sl); 















w hile (q!=0 && strcm p(q->arrnam e,astring)!=0) 
q=q->prev;
}
if (q==0) return(O); 
else
return(q- >  dimsize[count]);
}










q- >  next=(ENTRY *)0; 
fvar_end=q;
}








{f var_end - >  next=pointr; 











{evar_end- >  next=pointr; 




void condfnO /* conditional subroutine use V  
{
if ((arrflag[levcount]==l) && ((sigflag = = l)  II (storeflag==l))) 
{
if (fn flag= =l)
{
fn link(tem p_entry);  












File : generic package preprocessor : gpkg.h
char *thisptr,*temp 1 ,anarr[ 1000];
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APPENDIX V : CPBS USER MANUAL
An Overview
This m anual describes how to use a C language C Preprocessor 
Building System (CPBS) under the Unix system . CPBS accepts a 
specification of a preprocessor w ritten  by the user in a specification file 
using a specification language and generates the required preprocessor. 
The specification language to be used is as defined in Appendix I of this 
thesis.
The specification includes additional codes for a sym bol term  in a 
production-rule, rules representing extended productions or additional 
productions together w ith  codes to be invoked when the rules are 
recognised. References to the gram m ar of the C language is based on the 
set of modified C gram m ar productions listed in the Appendix II of this 
thesis.
The Specification Language
A specification file is form atted  w ith  instructive keyw ords and 
fields representing specific instructions to  the system . It is used to state 
the requirem ents of the user on the types of functions th a t are required. 
The language used to  specify the preprocessor is know n as the 
Preprocessor Specifcation Language (PSL). A definition of PSL is in 
Appendix I of the thesis. References to  an example made in the 
description of the keyw ords below refers to an example of a specification 
file given in the next section. The keyw ords of PSL are as follow s :
CNOTATION:
This keyw ord refers to the comment notation to be 
recognised by the intended preprocessor as an instructive 
comment header to preprocessing instructions i.e. for 
example CNOTATION@COND instructs the system  to 
build  a preprocessor th a t w ill only process preprocessing 
instructions of the form  /*PPCOND */.
KEYWORD:
This keyw ord instructs the system  to recognised 
instructive keyw ords of the intended preprocessor which 
are also to be used in the inserted production-rules. 
Keywords th a t are not to be printed to the o u tpu t should 
be postfixed w ith  ’(N P)’.
INS_ACTION :
This keyw ord instructs the insertion of an action a fte r a
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particu lar sym bol term  i.e. to say th a t the user intends to 
execute an action after the sym bol has been recognised 
during parsing in the context of the production-rule. 
Insertion of an action is w ith  reference to the sym bol term  
position. Action can be a set of C codes or a call to a 
routine in a file specified in the specification file. In the 
example, the first insertion of an action is for the sym bol 
term  4 (position num ber 4) of production-rule 7 in 
production 38. In the actions, the actual s truc tu re  
carrying a symbol term  is named SYMSTRUC. For 
example, SYMSTRUC(l) is the s tru c tu re  carrying the first 
sym bol term  in a production rule. A reference name to 
the name of the sym bol term  th a t the struc tu re  carries is 
SYMNM, for example SYMNM(2) is the name of the 
second symbol term  of a production-rule. Note th a t 
actions are enclosed in curly  brackets and there should be 
no blank lines in it.
INS_PRODRULE:
As the name of the keyw ord suggests, this keyw ord 
in structs the system  to insert additional production-rules 
into an existing production. In the example, it refers to 
tw o insertions into production 67. The first inserted rule 
having tw o actions inserted, one for symbol term  1 and 
sym bol term  3, w hile the other production-rule insertion 
included insertions of actions for symbol term  1 and 
sym bol term  4. Any symbol term  which the user does not 
wish to see printed (e.g. preprocessing keyw ords) in the 
o u tpu t of the intended preprocessor should be post-fixed 
w ith  (NP) in the inserted production-rule as is in the 
example.
ADD_NEWPROD:
This keyw ord is to  be used to add a new production w ith  
a set of production-rules including actions. A complete 
production includes a L.H.S. non-term inal w ith  
production-rules on the R.H.S.. The specification fo rm at is 
sim ilar to  INS_PRODRULE@ as in the example b u t here 
no production num ber needs to be specified. An additional 
item to be specified is the non_ term inal on the L.H.S..
SYNT_INCFILE:
This keyw ord instructs the system  to include file/files 
th a t may contain variable declarations, routines and C 
codes th a t are used in the inserted actions in the 
productions.
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RUNTIME_FILE :
This keyw ord facilitates the inclusion of runtim e routines 
in the o u tpu t of the preprocessor. It declares the name of 
the hie th a t stores the routines. In the example, the hie 
gcd_testm od.c contains test routines th a t provide the 
necessary pre and post condition checks.
TEXT_EXP:
This keyw ord provides the user the facility  to include 
text or expand on the tex t in the inpu t C program of the 
intended preprocessor. A num ber of text expansion 
variables are available. SYM refers to  the curren t sym bol 
which corresponds to  the action which contains the 
required expansion. STRx e.g. STR1 is a string expansion 
variable and VALx is an integer expansion variable. The 
instruction is to  expand a certain s tru c tu re  of the input C 
program as specihed in the FN__HEAD section when 
instruction to  do so is given in an action of a symbol 
term . TEXT_EXP is in fact a declaration of a text 
expansion routine th a t specihes a tem plate in FN__HEAD 
w ith  a tem plate of the extended tex t in EX_TEXT. Note 
th a t the rest of the character strings other than  SYM, 
STRx and VALx in EX^TEXT section w ill be printed as 
specified in the specification. The convention used in 
between double quotes in a p rin tf statem ent is also 
required here i.e for example a newline (\n ) in the 
EX_TEXT section w ill be w ritten  as \\n .
To illu stra te  the use of TEXT_EXP, a sample input 
program gcd_m od.c and the o u tpu t program 
gcd_m odout.c  of the pre and post conditions preprocessor 
is included in the last section of this m anual.
The system  variables used in the actual im plem entation of the 
preprocessor are prefixed w ith  the string "pp". The user is reminded of 
th is to avoid name clashes occurring. Note also th a t a keyw ord 
specification is separated from  another by a blank line.
PREFIX :
This instruction allow s the user to prefix input strings in a 
program. This facility  is useful especially when avoiding 
name clashes between the variable and function names of 
the input program; and variable and function names of the 
runtim e routines.
NONTERMINAL:
This keyw ord declares non-term inals to the system  which
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are to  be used on the L.H.S. of new productions and 
inserted production rules.
To give an example of how the specification language is used, a 
simple specification file ppcond_spec  of a pre- and post-condition 
preprocessor is given below
CNOTATION@COND /* specifying com m nent notation */
KEYWORD /* specifying the keyw ord FNCHECK
@FNCHECK(NP) which is not to be printed out in the o u tpu t */
@
INS_ACTION /* inserting an action for a sym bol-term  3 in

















@ { /* conditional call to an expansion routine */











IN S_ ACTION 
PROD@55 
RULE@ 1




















EXPAND_POST(SYMSTRUC( 1 ),SYM NM (2),thisptr);
}
@  ...........................................................................
INS_PRODRULE /* inserting a production ru le  into production 67 */
PROD@67
PRULE












PRULE /* inserting another production-rule */













SYNT_INCFILE@ppcdef.h /* specifying variables/routines file(s) to 
support the required preprocessing */ 
RUNTIME_FILE@ppcheck.h /* runtim e file linked fo r runtim e checks */
TEXT_EXP /* specifying tem plates of expansion routines V
FN_HEAD@ EXPAND_PRE(SYM,STR 1)
EX_TEXT@SYM \\n  p re_ST R l);
FN_HEAD@ EXPAND_POST(SYM,STRl ,STR2)
EX_TEXT@ post_STR2,STRl );\\n  SYM
T he S ystem  E n v iro n m e n t
In the process of creating the required preprocessor, the system  
creates auxiliary files to assist it in the generation of the preprocessor. 
Most of the files w ill be deleted on completion of preprocessor except tw o 
files w ith  the extensions .If  and .y f. Both of these files remain so th a t 
the user can check on the underlying struc tu res of the lexical and 
syntactical stages. However, it is a good idea to open up a new directory 
w hen intending to use the system  to safeguard against accidental 
overw riting of files.
E xecu tion  o f S ystem
To build a preprocessor p rep ro  using a specification file specfile, 
type the command
p system  specfile p rep ro
and the resu ltan t preprocessor can be executed w ith  an input program 
in p u t_ p ro g  w ith the command
p re p ro  in p u t_ p ro g
A m bigu ities, Conflicts an d  E rro rs .
If the input gram m ar rules specified in the specification file are 
ambiguous and causes conflicts, some messages w ill be reported by the 
system . The system  invokes tw o disambiguating rules by d e fa u l t :
i) in a sh ift/reduce conflict, the defau lt is to do the shift;
ii) in a reduce/reduce conflict, the defau lt is to reduce by the earlier 
gram m ar rule. For fu r th e r  inform ation and to understand how the 
system  handles ambiguities, conflicts and errors, the user is advised to
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look under the sections "Parser Operation", "Ambiguities and Conflicts" 
and "Error Handling" in the U nix’s Yacc docum entation.
T he U ser In te rfa c e
A user friendly  interface is available to the user in specifying 
the preprocessor. To initiate a dialogue session type in tfa c e . The 
specification w ill be w ritten  into specification file sfile. sfile can then be 
used as input to the system as explained under the section "Execution of 
System". An example of a dialogue session w ith  the interface is given in 
Appendix VII.
T h is m anual serves as a sim ple  an d  b r ie f  in tro d u c tio n  to  CPBS. For 
a m ore d e ta iled  d escrip tion  o f th e  specification  language PSL, th e  
preprocessor b u ild in g  sy stem  CPBS an d  th e  s tru c tu re  o f p roductions, 
th e  user is adv ised  to  read  C h ap te r  3 an d  4 o f th e  thesis.
Sam ple In p u t/O u tp u t
/*PPCOND FNCHECK*/ 
in t M O D (num l,num 2) 
in t num l,num 2;
{
in t x;
x=num 1-num l/num 2*num 2; 
re tu rn  x;
i
/ ’PPCOND FNCHECK*/ 













re tu rn  c;
file gcd_m od.c
^include "ppcheck.h"
in t MOD ( nu m l , num 2 ) in t n u m l , num 2 ;
{ in t x ;
pre_M O D (num l , num 2 ); x = n u m l - n u m l /  num 2 * num 2 ; 
post_M O D (num l , num 2 ,x); 
re tu rn  x ;
} in t GCD ( a , b ) in t a , b ;
{ int c , d , tem p ; 
pre_GCD(a , b ); c = a ; 
d = b ;
while ( d ! = 0 )
{ temp = MOD ( c , d ) ; 
c = d ; 
d = tem p ;
} post_GCD(a , b ,c); 
re tu rn  c ;
}
file gcd_m odout.c  (ou tpu t)
#include "testlib.c"
void post_M O D (num l,num 2,r)
in t num l,num 2,r;
I
if (d iv ides(num 2,num l-r))
prin t f  (" post_M OD satisfied A n" );
else
p rin tf ("post_M OD not satisfied, error -  %d divides 
%d rem % d\n",num 2,num l,r);
}
/* */





if (divides(r.a) && divides(r,b))
{
if (r !=a && r ! = b)
{
if (a < b )  min=a; 
else min=b; 
n=2;
w hile (n * r< m in )
I




if (flag == 0) printf("post_G C D  satisfied.\n"); 
else
printf("post_G CD  not satisfied, gcd %d %d is not % d\n'\a,b,r);
}









Sample Input/Output of Preprocessor Examples and an Interface Dialogue





FU N C (bool,em pty_stack);
FU N C (bool,fu ll_stack); 









if (CSTACK.to p _ o f_ sta ck = = ’*’ II (*C ST A C K .fu ll_stack)0) 




File : Cmainout.c : preprocessed output of Cmain.c (given below)
#include "gen_pkg.h"
extern struct {
FUNC ( char , pop ) ;
FUNC ( int . push ) ;
FUNC ( bool , em ptv_stack ) ;





{ FILE * ifp = fopen ( "INFILE" , V  ) ;
FILE * ofp = fopen ( "OUTFILE" , "w" ) ; 
getCSTACK ( ) ;
w hile ( ( ( * CSTACK . push ) ( getc ( ifp  ) ) ) != EOF )
{ if ( CSTACK . to p _ o f_ sta ck  == II ( * CSTACK . fu ll_ sta ck  ) ( ) ) 
w hile ( ( ( * CSTACK . em pty_stack  ) ( ) ) = =  FALSE ) 
fprintf ( ofp , "%c" , ( * CSTACK . pop ) ( ) ) ;
} fprintf ( ofp , "\n" ) ;
}
File : inst_CSTACK.h - input to generic package preprocessor (given below)
PKGINSTCSTACK,CSTACK) 




File : inst_CSTACKout.h - preprocessed output (given below)
# include "gen_pkg.h"
#define STACK CSTACK 
#define STACK_SIZE 1000 
#define STACK_TYPE char 
#define LINK getCSTACK 
#include "genpkg_STACK"
File : Rmain.c - input to generic package preprocessor (given below)
#include "rec.h"





FU NC (bool,em pty_stack);
F U N C (bool,full_stack); 








w hile (!(feo f(ifp )))
{ fscanf(ifp,"%s %d",arecl.name,&arecl.age);
(*RSTACK.push)(arecl);
if (strcmp(RSTACK.top_of_stack.name,"*")==0 II (*R ST A C K .fu ll_stack)0) 
{arec2=(*RSTACK.pop)0; 
w hile (((*RSTACK .em pty_stack)())==FALSE)
{arec2=(*RSTACK.pop)0;
fprintf (o f p,"%-10s %2d\n",arec2. name, arec2. age);
File : Rmainout.c - Preprocessed output of Rmain.c (given below)
# include "gen_pkg.h" 
struct rec 
{ char name [ 10 ] ; 
int age ;
} ;
extern char * strcpy ( ) , * strncpy ( ) . * strcat ( ) , * strncat ( ) . * strchr ( ) ,
* strrchr ( ) , * strpbrk ( ) . * strtok ( ) ; 
extern int strcmp ( ) , strncmp ( ) , strlen ( ) , strspn ( ) , strcspn ( ) ;
extern struct {
FUNC ( struct rec , pop ) ;
FUNC ( int , push ) ;
FUNC ( bool , em pty_stack  ) ;
FUNC ( bool , fu ll_ sta ck  ) ; 
struct rec to p _ o f_ sta ck  ;
} RSTACK; 
main ( )
{ FILE * ifp = fopen ( "ENTILE” , V  ) ;
FILE * ofp = fopen ( "OUTFILE" . "w” ) ; 
struct rec arecl , arec2 ; 
getRSTACK ( ) ; 
w hile ( ! ( feof ( ifp ) ) )
{ fscanf ( ifp , "%s %d" , arecl . name , & arecl . age ) ;
( * RSTACK . push ) ( arecl ) ;
if ( strcmp ( RSTACK . to p _ o f_ sta ck  . name , ) == 0  II ( * RSTACK . fu ll_ sta ck  ) ( ) )
{ arec2 = ( * RSTACK . pop ) ( ) ;
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w hile ( ( ( * RSTACK . em pty_stack  ) ( ) ) = =  FALSE )
{ arec2 = ( * RSTACK . pop ) ( ) ;
fprintf ( ofp , "%-10s %2d\n" , arec2 . name , arec2 . age ) ;
}







File : inst_RSTACKout.h - preprocessed output (given below)
#include Mgen_pkg.h" 
struct rec 
{ char name [ 10 ] ; 
int age ;
#define STACK RSTACK 
#define STACK_SIZE 100 
#define STACK_TYPE struct rec 
#define LINK getRSTACK 
#  include "genpkg_STACK"
f t  B
Set of Simple Input Programs to Index-Checker, the input fo llow ed  by the output
INPUT : A
/* AN ORDINARY C COMMENT */ 
mainO
{int a[4][5]./*PPSUF SINGL_ARR */ bl[20],b2[200]; 




/*PP A PREPROCESSING COMMENT */ 
/* A COMMENT LINE*/ 
b 2[b l[l0]]=500;
/*PPSUF END_CHECK */
printf C'\nThe value is % d\n'\b2[bl[l0]]);
O U T PU T : A
#include "suf .rtm" 
main ( )
{ int a [ 4 ] [ 5 ] , b l [ 20 ] . b2 [ 200 ] ; 
b l [ 10 ] = 150 ; 
b l [ (s fx [ l]= 1 0 )< 0  II
sfx[l]>=20?sfxxerror(sfx[l],9 ,"bT '):sfx[l] ] = 200 ; 
/*PP A PREPROCESSING COMMENT */
b2 [ b l [ (s fx [ l]= 1 0 )< 0  II
sfx [l]> = 2 0 ? sfx x erro r(sfx [l],1 5 .”b l" ):sfx[l] ] ] = 500 ; 
printf ( "\nThe value is %d\n" , b2 [ b l [ 10 ] ] ) ;
INPUT : B





b l[l0 ]= 150;
b2[bl[l0]]=500;
printf("\nThe value is % d\n",b2[bl[l0]]);
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/* END OF DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM */
O U T P U T : B
#include "suf.rtm"
/*PP DEMONSTRATES PREPROCESSING WITH COM_CHECK */ 
main ( )
{ int a [ 4 ] [ 5 ] , b l [ 20 ] , b2 [ 200 ] ; 
b l [ (s fx [ l]= 1 0 )< 0  II
sfx[l]> = 20?sfxxerror(sfx [l],9 ," b l" ):sfx [l] ] = 150 ; 
b2 [ (sfx[2]=b l [ ( s fx [ l]= 1 0 )< 0  II
sfx [l]> = 20?sfxxerror(sfx [l],12 ," b l" ):sfx [l] ] )<  0 II 
sfx[2]>=200?sfxxerror(sfx[2],12,"b2"):sfx[2] ] = 500 ; 
printf ( "\nThe value is %d\n" , b2 [ (sfx[2]=bl [ (s fx [ l]= 1 0 )< 0  II 
sfx [l]> = 2 0 ? sfx x erro r (sfx [l],1 5 ,,,b l”):sfx [l] ] )<  0  II 
sfx[2]>=200?sfxxerror(sfx[2],15,"b2"):sfx[2] ] ) ;
INPUT : C
/*PP A DEMONSTRATION FOR SCOPE_CHECK INSTRUCTION AND PREFIXING*/ 
mainO
{ int b l[20],b2[200],sfx[l00]; 
bl[l0 ]= 150;




/* THIS COMMENT WILL DISAPPEAR */
printf("\nThe value is % d\n",b2[bl[l0]]);
OUTPUT : C
- 1 3 0 -
# in c lu d e  "suf.rtm "
/*P P  A  D E M O N ST R A T IO N  FOR SC O PE _C H E C K  IN ST R U C T IO N  A N D  P R E FIX IN G */ 
m ain  ( )
{ in t b l  [ 2 0  ] , b2 [ 2 0 0  ] , s f x s f x  [ 1 0 0  ] ; 
b l  [ 10  ] = 1 5 0  ;
{ in t a [ 5 ] [ 5 ] ; 
a [ ( s f x [ l ] = 2 ) < 0  II
s f x [ l ] > = 5 ? s f x x e r r o r ( s f x [ l ] , l l , ' 'a " ) : s f x [ l ]  ] [ ( s f x [ 2 ] = 3 ) < 0  II 
s fx [2 ]> = 5 ? s fx x e r r o r (s fx [2 ] ,l l ," a " ) :s fx [2 ]  ] =  b l  [ 10  ] ;
} b2 [ b l  [ 10  ] ] = 5 0 0  ;
p r in tf  ( "\nT he v a lu e  is %d\n" , b 2  [ b l  [ 10  ] ] ) ;
INPUT : D
/*PP DEMONSTRATION OF SINGL_ARR INSTRUCTION */ 
mainO
{int /*PPSUF SINGL_ARR */ a[4],/*PP SUF SINGL_ARR - INVALID*/ b[20];
/*PPSUF START_CHECK */ 
a[l0]=200;
a[b[l0]]=500;
/*PPSUF END_CHECK */ 
printf("\nThe value is %d\n",a[lO]);
O U T P U T : D
#include ''suf.rtm''
/*PP DEMONSTRATION OF SINGL_ARR INSTRUCTION */ 
main ( )
{ int a [ 4 ] . /*PP SUF SINGL_ARR -  INVALID*/ 
b [20 ] ;
a [ ( s fx [ l]= 1 0 )< 0  I
s fx [ l ]>  =4?sfxxerror(sfx[l],9,"a"):sfx[l] ] = 200 ; 
a [ (sfx [l]= b  [ 10 ] ) < 0  II
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sfx [l]> = 4?sfxxerror(sfx [l],ll," a" ):sfx [l] ] = 500 ; 
printf ( "\nThe value is %d\n" , a [ 10 ] ) ;
INPUT : E
/*PP A DEMONSTRATION OF THE 
ALL_ARR INSTRUCTION */
m ain()
{/*PPSUF ALL_ARR */ int a[4][5].bl[20].b2[200]; 
b l[l0 ]= 150;
/♦PPSUF START_CHECK */ 
b l[l0 ]= 2 0 0 ;
, b 2[b l[l0]]=500;
/♦PPSUF END_CHECK */
printf("\nThe value is %d\nH,b2[bl[lO]]);
O U T PU T : E
#include "suf.rtm"
/*PP A DEMONSTRATION OF THE
ALL_ARR INSTRUCTION */ 
main ( )
{ int a [ 4 ] [ 5 ] . b l [ 20 ] . b2 [ 200 ] ; 
b l [ 10 ] = 150 ; 
b l [ (s fx [ l]= 1 0 )< 0  II
sfx [l]> = 2 0 ? sfx x erro r(sfx [l],1 0 ,Mb lM):sfx [l] ] = 200 ; 
b2 [ (sfx[2]=b l [ (s fx [ l]= 1 0 )< 0  II
sfx [l]> = 20?sfxxerror(sfx [l],12 ," b l" ):sfx [l] ] )<  0  II 
sfx[2]>=200?sfxxerror(sfx[2],12."b2"):sfx[2] ] = 500 ; 
printf ( "\nThe value is %d\n" , b2 [ b l [ 10 ] ] ) ;
INPUT : F
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/♦ONLY CHECKS ON A SINGLE ARRAY :
THIS COMMENT WILL NOT BE PRINTED 
TO THE OUTPUT V
m ainO
{int a[4][5],/*PPSUF CHECK_ON*/bl[20],b2[200];
b l[l0 ]= 1 5 0 ;
b l[l0 ]= 2 0 0 ;
b 2[b l[l0]]=500;
printf("\nThe value is % d\n",b2[bl[l0]]);
O U T P U T : F
# include "suf.rtm" 
main ( )
{ int a [ 4 ] [ 5 ] , b l [ 20 ] , b2 [ 200 ] ; 
b l [ (s fx [ l]= 1 0 )< 0  II
sfx [l]>=20?sfxxerror(sfx[l],7 ." b l" ):sfx[l] ] = 150 ; 
b l  [ (s fx [ l]= 1 0 )< 0  I
sfx [l]>=20?sfxxerror(sfx[l],9 ," b l" ):sfx[l] ] = 200 ; 
b2 [ b l  [ (s fx [ l]= 1 0 )< 0  II
sfx [l]> = 2 0 ? sfx x erro r (sfx [l],ll," b l" ):sfx [l] ] ] = 500 ; 
printf ( "\nThe value is %d\n" , b2 [ b l [ ( s fx [ l]= 1 0 )< 0  II 
sfx[l]>=20?sfxxerror(sfx[l],14 ,"bT '):sfx[l] ] ] ) ;
file suf .rtm :
static int sfx [l00];
static int sfxxerror(num ,lc,string) 
int num.lc; 
char *string;
{printf("** ERROR on line no %d:index %d exceeds array size of %s.\n".lcfnum,string); 
return(num);









FUNC( int .push ); 
FU N C (bool,em pty_stack); 
FUNC (bool,f u ll_stack);  








{ int b l[20],b2[200],sfx[l00]; 
b l[l0 ]= 150;





/* THIS COMMENT WILL DISAPPEAR */
printf("\nThe value is % d\n",b2[bl[l0]]);
while (!(feo f(ifp )))
{ fscanf(ifp/'% s %d",arecl.name,&arecl.age);
(*RSTACK.push)(arecl);
if (strcm p C R S T A C K .top ^ ^ stack .n am e/'^ — O II (*R ST A C K .full_stack)()) 
{arec2=( *RST ACK.pop)();
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w hile (((*RSTA CK .em pty_stack)())==FALSE)
{arec2=(*RST ACK .pop)();
f  printf (o f p,"%-1 Os %2d\n",arec2. name, arec2. age);
OUTPUT : genpkg pipeeg.c I indchecker
# include "suf.rtm" 
typedef struct 
{ unsigned char * _ p tr  ; 
int _ c n t  ;
unsigned char * _b ase ; 
char _ flag  ; 
char _ f ile  ;
} FILE ;
extern FILE _ io b  [ 20 ] ;
extern FILE * fopen ( ) , * fdopen ( ) . * freopen ( ) , * popen ( ) , * tm pfile ( ) ;
extern long fte ll ( ) ;
extern void rewind ( ) . setbuf ( ) ;
extern char * ctermid ( ) , * cuserid ( ) , * fgets ( ) . * gets ( ) , * tempnam ( ) . * tmpnam ( ) ; 
extern unsigned char * _bufendtab  [ ] ;
/*PP PIPING DEMONSTRATION*/
struct rec 
{ char name [ 10 ] ; 
int age ;
} ;
extern char * strcpy ( ) . * strncpy ( ) , * strcat ( ) , * strncat ( ) . * strchr ( ) ,
* strrchr ( ) , * strpbrk ( ) , * strtok ( ) ; 
extern int strcmp ( ) , strncmp ( ) , strlen ( ) , strspn ( ) , strcspn ( ) ; 
extern struct 
{ struct rec ( * pop ) ( ) ; 
int ( * push ) ( ) ; 
int ( * em pty_stack  ) ( ) ; 
int ( * fu ll_ sta ck  ) ( ) ; 
struct rec to p _ o f_ sta ck  ;
} RSTACK ; 
main ( )
{ FILE * ifp = fopen ( "INFILE" . V  ) ;
FILE * ofp = fopen ( "OUTFILE" . "w" ) ; 
struct rec arecl , arec2 ; 
getRSTACK ( ) ;
{ int b l [ 20 ] . b2 [ 200 ] , sfx sfx  [ 100 ]
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bl  [ 10 ] = 150 ;
{ int a [ 5 ] [ 5 ] ; 
a [ ( s fx [ l ]= 2 )< 0  II
sfx[l]>=5?sfxxerror(sfx[l],137 ,"a"):sfx[l] ] [ (s fx [2 ]= 3 )< 0  II 
sfx[2]>=5?sfxxerror(sfx[2],137,"a"):sfx[2] ] = b l [ 10 ] ;
} b2 [ b l [ 10 ] ] = 500 ;
printf ( "\nThe value is %d\n" , b2 [ b l [ 10 ] ] ) ;
} w h ile ( ! ( ( ( ifp ) - >  _flag & 0020 ) ) )
{ fscanf ( ifp , "%s %d" , arecl . name , & arecl . age ) ;
( * RSTACK . push ) ( arecl ) ;
if ( strcmp ( RSTACK . top _ o f_ sta ck  . name , ) =  0 II ( * RSTACK . fu ll_ sta ck  ) ( ) )
{ arec2 = ( * RSTACK . pop ) ( ) ;
w hile ( ( ( * RSTACK . em pty_stack  ) ( ) ) = =  0 )
{ arec2 = ( * RSTACK . pop ) ( ) ;





OUTPUT : indchecker pipeeg.c I genpkg
#include "gen_pkg.h" 
static int sfx  [ 100 ] ;
static int sfxxerror ( num , lc , string ) int num , lc ; 
char * string ;
{ printf ( "** ERROR on line no %d:index %d exceeds array size of %s.\n" , lc , num , string ) ; 
return ( num ) ;
} /*PP PIPING DEMONSTRATION*/ 
struct rec
{ char name [ 10 ] ; 
int age ;
} ;
extern char * strcpy ( ) , * strncpy ( ) , * strcat ( ) , * strncat ( ) . * strchr ( ) ,
* strrchr ( ) , * strpbrk ( ) , * strtok ( ) ;
extern int strcmp ( ) , strncmp ( ) , strlen ( ) , strspn ( ) , strcspn ( ) ;
extern struct {
FUNC ( struct rec , pop ) ;
FUNC ( int , push ) ;
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FUNC ( bool , em pty_stack  ) ;
FUNC ( bool , fu ll_ sta ck  ) ; 
struct rec top__of_stack ;
} RSTACK; 
main ( )
{ FILE * ifp = fopen ( "INFILE" , V  ) ;
FILE * ofp = fopen ( "OUTFILE" . V  ) ; 
struct rec arecl , arec2 ; 
getRSTACK ( ) ;
{ int b l [ 20 ] , b2 [ 200 ] , sfx sfx  [ 100 ] : 
b l [ 10 ] = 150 ;
{ int a [ 5 ] [ 5 ] ;
a [ ( sfx [ 1 ] = 2 ) <  0 II sfx  [ 1 ] >  = 5 ? sfxxerror ( sfx  [ 1 ] , 47 , "a" ) : 
sfx  [ 1 ] ] [ ( sfx  [ 2 ] = 3 ) <  0 II sfx  [ 2 ] > =  5 ?
sfxxerror ( sfx [ 2 ] . 47 , "a" ) : sfx  [ 2 ] ] = b l [ 10 ] ;
} b2 [ b l [ 10 ] ] = 500 ;
printf ( "\nThe value is %d\n" , b2 [ b l [ 10 ] ] ) ;
} w hile ( ! ( feof ( ifp ) ) )
{ fscanf ( ifp , "%s %d" , arecl . name , & arecl . age ) ;
( * RSTACK , push ) ( arecl ) ;
if ( strcmp ( RSTACK . to p _ o f_ sta ck  . name , ) == 0 II ( * RSTACK . fu ll_ sta ck  ) ( ) )
{ arec2 = ( * RSTACK . pop ) ( ) :
w hile ( ( ( * RSTACK . em pty_stack  ) ( ) ) = =  FALSE )
{ arec2 = ( * RSTACK . pop ) ( ) ;
fprintf ( ofp , H%-10s %2d\n" , arec2 . name . arec2 . age ) ;
}
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APPENDIX VII 
A Dialogue w ith  the Interface
% intface
L 11 -- Comment Notation (Y/N) JY
L*1 - Comment Notation
<1-4 alpha, characters) JRP
L# 1 - New Ke*jword(s) (Y/N) : y
L I  2 • Keywo rd
(a - auit ) :REPEAT
Lfl 2 - Keywo rd
(a - auit ) : u n t i l
L#2 K e y w o r d
(a - auit ) I a
Ltl P ref l i  nd (Y/N) : n
LI 1 - New Non t e r m i n a l (s ) (Y/N) : y
Li 2 - Non to riii i no 1
(a auit ) l rpun ti 1
L#2 - Non - terminal
(a - au i t ) I a
INSERT ACT IO N(S )/PRODUCTION R U L E (S )/PRODUCTION
—- ..* •• •• •“ —  - --------*---- --- — — — --—--— — — — —
cl • i 1 1sort Action(s)
f j n ::;ert Pr od uction rule(s)
in •:>ert new rroduction Set (s )
11 no ::t production
au i t
. . .  . . . __ ............ ........
In: ul. Option ♦ r.
L C 1 1' r oducL i on N o . (0 au i t ) : 52
L. 0 2 I'.{p  i • i n P r o d u c t :i. o n Step
( a a u lt ) I rpun til
LI .3 Action No .
( e . -J . 2 Tor' S y m2 r 0 - a u i t ) :o
L 1 2 I y p < * i n Production Step
( a a u j t ) la
. . . .  . . ...........  . . .  .. .............................. ....... . . . ..................« .  _  . . .  ._____ . . .  . . .  , . .  . . . . . . . . . .
j insert Action(s)
r irifiert Pr oduct ion rule(s)
s insert new production Set(s)
n no;: I. rrodurtion
a nu i t.
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L12 - L . H . S . J rpunt i1
Lft3 - Type In Production Step
(a-auit) J REPEAT statement UNTIL LP e;;pr RP'* SC
Lft4 - Action No*
(ed. 2 for Symb2r O-auit) J1 
Lft4 - Action 
(Enclose in curl brackets )
(Press RETURN to terminate input) l <
TS_EX1(SYMSTRUC(1))?
>
LI 4 - Action No.
(eS. 2 for Symb2f O-auit) J3 
L ft 4 - Action 
(Enclose in curl brackets )
(Press RETURN to terminate input)I<
TS_EX2(SYMSTRUC(3))?
}
LI 4 - Action No.
(ed. 2 for Symb2r O-auit) J5 
Lft4 - Action 
(Enclose in curl brackets )
( P r e s s  R'ETURN to terminate input) J-C 
TS__EX3 ( SYMSTRUC ( 5 ) ) ;
"V
1.14 - Action No.
(e S # 2 for Symb2 f O-auit) JO 
L ! 3  Type In Production Step
(a auit) Ja
- — .-..-.. ... — --------- ---- ----- ---------—
a insert Action(s)
P insert Production r u 1 e ( s )
s insert new production Set(s)
n n ex t p r o duct i o n
a a u i t
.. __ _ _ __ __  . .
I ri: u IL Option Ja
L 0 1 Syntax Include Pile(s) ( Y/ N )  : y
LI 2 F i lename
(senerate with commas) J v a r . h
L. 1 1 Runtime U a r i a b l e (s )/ F u n c t i o n (s ) (Y/N)
L  If J Expand Text (Y/N) J Y
LI 2 Function Head
(a-aui t ) :TS-EX1(SYM)
l  i E x p a n d e d T e x t J do
1 1 2 Function Head
(□ - auit) J T S - E X 2 (S Y M )
L 1 2 Expanded Text J wh i 1e
L 1 2 Function Head
((< -au i t.) J T S - C X 3 ( S Y M )
1 B  . t .> aiided Text J 1 (S Y M  >
i ii: 1 unction Head
(< * a ■ i i t ) J a
|.
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